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Abstract
We describe in detail the implementation of a weighted dierences code, which is
used to simulate a tokamak using the Maschke{Perrin solution as an initial condition.
The document covers the mainlines of the program and the most important problem-
specic functions used in the initialisation, static tests, and dynamic evolution of the
system. The mathematics of the Maschke{Perrin solution is discussed in parallel with
its realisation within the code. The results of static and dynamic tests are presented
in sections discussing their implementation.
1 Introduction
This technical report, which at the same time is the woven ratfor source of a program
simulating a tokamak using the weighted dierences method and the Maschke{Perrin solution
as an initial condition, constitutes the second volume of our dissertation \Analysis and
Applications of Smoothed Particle Magnetohydrodynamics".
Because of the highly technical nature of this report, and because it stands on its own,
providing simultaneously the code itself and its documentation, we decided to submit it in
a separate volume.
The code has been developed using the fweb-1.52 system for literate programming , which
is an extention of Donald Knuth's originalweb, and which was written by Dr John Krommes
from the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory.
A reader unacquainted with literate programming is referred to [9] and to [10]. The
general idea is that an fweb-1.52 document is simultaneously the computer code and its
own explanation. The framework of literate programming provides additional mechanisms
for modular top-down presentation and code development, and for inclusion of properly
typeset mathematical formulae both into the code and its annotations.
The fweb-1.52 supports numerous programming languages such as C, C++, fortran-
77, fortran-90, ratfor-77, ratfor-90, and even T
E
X. Because the only language
currently available on the ANU Fujitsu vp2200 supercomputer is fortran-77 (the license
for the vectorising C compiler has recently been discontinued), and because we consider
fortran-77 too archaic for modern computing (on the other hand we are impressed with
the wealth of facilities and constructs oered by fortran-90), we have sanitised the code
by using ratfor-77 instead. The fweb-1.52 system additionally provides a number of
very useful facilities of its own, such as a very powerful preprocessor, which we make an
extensive use of throughout the source. In particular all parameters and constants are
passed to the program by the means of fweb-1.52 macros. This technique allows us to
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alter run parameters through the Makele. The parameters are passed to all functions and
subroutines used by the program in the process of generating fortran-77 code from fweb-
1.52 input. The fortran-77 les then have to be recompiled. This is not an expensive
procedure, because the whole program is very small, and the vp-2200 compiler is so fast
that the recompilation takes only a few seconds. For the proof of the concept code presented
in this report this is perfectly adequate, while at the same time saving us a considerable
eort associated with the development of a \user friendly" interface. This code is not user
friendly. It is programmer and computational physicist friendly.
The Maschke{Perrin solution used to construct the initial condition is described in [11].
The paper actually presents two solutions depending on the choice of entropy or temperature
as a surface quantity. Because in our code we use specic internal energy u, which translates
readily into temperature, u = (3=2)kT=, where  is the mass of an ion, we decided to use
the second Maschke{Perrin solution, in which temperature is the surface quantity.
In cylindrical coordinates that solution is given by the following equations:
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where B, T , p,  and v have the usual meaning of magnetic eld, temperature, pressure,
density and velocity, and J
0
, P , r
0
, F
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, , 
, and

R are constants.  is given by the usual 5=3
and

R is k=, where k is the Boltzmann's constant and  is the mass of an ion. The function
F (r; z) can be adjusted by tweaking additional constants so that the solution can be divided
into two regions: a physical region roughly of a shape of a donut, within which density 
and pressure p are positive, and a non-physical region, which surrounds the donut, where
both density and pressure become negative. r
0
roughly corresponds to the major radius of
the donut, and 
 corresponds to the Mach number at r = r
0
.
Function F (r; z) is given by the following equation
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where 
a
is a constant which determines the ellipticity of isosurfaces, and C is a constant
given by
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where
 = a=r
0
(9)
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: (10)
 is also referred to as the inverse aspect ratio.
The whole solution is thus determined by the following constants: J
0
, P , r
0
, F
1
, , 
,

R, F
0
, 
a
, and a. The Maschke{Perrin solution represents a steady (but not necessarily a
stable) state, which means that it can be easily used to test magnetohydrodynamic codes.
If the code is correct and accurate, the solution should remain unchanged over many time
steps { until numerical inaccuracies ultimately trigger an instability. The more accurate and
stable the numerical method and the code, the longer the system will remain in its original
initial condition [2].
Figure 1 shows contour maps of the physical part of the Maschke{Perrin solution for
function F , pressure p, and density . The data for the contours were produced using a small
variant of this code, and the same functions as are used to generate the initial condition in
this program.
The contours are coincident only on the lowest p =  = 0 contour. The slight shift of the
pressure prole peak with respect to the temperature prole peak is related to 
 (rotation)
and to the value of F
1
. There is also a slight shift between the density prole peak and
the pressure prole peak. The valley between the two peaks is characterised by gradients
of pressure and density pointing in opposite directions. Linear stability analysis of toroidal
plasmas enclosed by conducting walls [2], based on a formalism developed in [5], suggests that
in this context density gradients contribute to the stabilising term in the the virtual work
(energy) integral, whereas pressure gradients contribute to the destabilising term. On the
other hand numerical experiments carried out for rigidly rotating plasmas demonstrated that
the stabilising eect of the density gradient term was insucient to overcome the pressure
gradient terms [2]. Those results do not apply directly to the Maschke{Perrin solution,
because it is dierentially rotating. But in the presence of dierential rotation there are
additional destabilising factors such as the Kelvin{Helmholtz instability and the Balbus{
Hawley instability.
The issue of stability of toroidal MHD ows was addressed recently in context of Arnold's
conditions for nonlinear stability in [8]. Although, as has been proven by Sadun and Vishik
[13], the Arnold criterion is of little ecacy when applied to three-dimensional Eulerian uid
ows, because the Arnold second variation of energy is always indenite for such ows, for
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Figure 1: The Maschke{Perrin solution, from left to right: functions F , p and . The
outermost contour of F corresponds to F = 0:652 and the increment is F = 0:005. The
outermost contour of p corresponds to p = 0 and the increment is p = 0:03. The outermost
contour of  corresponds to  = 0:0 and the increment is  = 0:05.
ideal MHD it is possible to obtain three-dimensional examples, in which the second variation
of energy is denite [7]. However, the Arnold second variation becomes again indenite for
MHD ows, if there exists a point in the ow such that v and r v are both nonzero and
nonparallel to B [8], which is the case for the Maschke{Perrin solution. Furthermore, Bloch
et al. [3] proved that indeniteness of the Arnold second variation does imply instability for
nite dimensional systems with damping. Thus, even if a continuum system with damping
could be stable in spite of the indeniteness of the second variation, its discretised numerical
analogue must be unstable.
We do not have explicit damping in our numerical system. Nevertheless, although we
cannot prove this statement at this stage, we believe that it is quite likely that our Maschke{
Perrin model ultimately must be unstable, regardless of the choice of a numerical method.
The values of the constants corresponding to the diagrams presented in gure 1 are
specied in table 1.
The task of determining 10 constants characterising the solution appears to be quite
intimidating at rst glance, but it is actually not hard. The fundamental thing to notice is
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F
0
0.6
F
1
0.652
P 0.7

a
0.8

 0.2
 3/2
r
0
0.6
a 0.2

R 1.0
J
0
1.0
Table 1: Values of parameters used in the solution presented in gure 1.
that F is temperature. We must make temperature positive throughout the whole region
of interest. Otherwise, if T = 0 we shall produce  = 1 if F
1
6= 0, because  = p=

RT .
Only if F
1
= 0 we shall get  = Pe
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, because then F will cancel out. But in such
situation  depends on r only, and therefore plasma is not conned.
In order to make sure that F is positive everywhere, we must adjust F
0
appropriately.
This, therefore, is the rst thing that must be done after we have decided on r
0
, 
, 
0
and
P . The values of r
0
, a, 
0
are relatively easy to decide on, becuase they relate more or
less directly to the geometry of the system. P relates to pressure, and any sensible positive
number will do.
Once we have our F positive everywhere, it should have a maximum somewhere in the
vicinity of r = r
0
and z = 0. Moving down the slope from that maximum we can locate
a contour at which we want to chop our plasma o. We set F
1
equal to the value of F
on that contour. Pressure will then become positive inside the region surrounded by that
contour and negative outside of it. Density should also have its positive region restricted to
the interior of that contour.
Figure 2 shows the values of  and q for the system specied in table 1 and illustrated in
gure 1. Our denition of  is
 =
u
B
2
=2
0
;
where u is the specic internal energy of plasma. The q is the number of turns around the
z axis required for a magnetic eld line to return to the original (r; z) position (but not
necessarily to the original (r; z; mod2) position, that happens only for special surfaces).
The proles of  and q illustrated in gure 2 correspond to those of a tokamak.  varies
from 0 on the outermost contour to 0:356 in the vicinity of the magnetic axis. q varies from
2:5 on the innermost contour to 4:44 on the outermost contour.
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Figure 2: From left to right:  and q for the solution specied in table 1 and illustrated in
gure 1. The outermost contour of  corresponds to  = 0 and the increment is  = 0:03.
The maximum value of  is 
max
= 0:356. The innermost contour of q corresponds to q = 2:5
and the increment is q = 0:4. The maximum value of q occurs on the outermost isosurface
and is q
max
= 4:44.
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The contour plots presented in gures 1 and 2 were produced with GNUplot. Because
it took us some time to gure out how to do that, we enclose a fragment of the listing of the
corresponding GNUplot script. Note the lowest values of the contours and the increment
values. These have to be set manually by observing maximum and minimum values for F , p,
, , and q returned by our variant of this program (not discussed in this report otherwise).
# plotfile: this file is used by GNUplot to produce contour
# plots from data files returned by program tokamak.
set contour
set view 0,90,1,1
set size 0.36,1.0
set nosurface
set noclabel
set nokey
set ytics (".1" 0, ".33" 25, ".55" 50, ".78" 75, "1" 100)
set xtics ("1" 0, ".5" 25, "0" 50, "-.5" 75, "-1" 100)
#
set term x11
set output
set cntrparam levels incremental 0.652,0.005,10
splot "f.dat" using 3 with lines
pause -1
set term postscript eps
set output "f.eps"
replot
#
# and likewise for other data files
...
The remainder of the report is organised as follows. In section 2 we present the mainlines
of the program and discuss its local variables. Then in section 3 we describe how the initial
condition is generated. In that section we also cover a large number of auxiliary functions
which are used to calculate various quantities corresponding to the Maschke{Perrin solution.
Then in section 4 we describe the static test. That test is activated by dening the macro
STATIC TEST in the Makele. We attribute a great importance to that test, which not only
lets us avoid major bugs, but also gives us a good idea about the accuracy of the method in
general and in this specic case. The static test for a much simpler system was described in
section 5.3, \The Force Evaluation Test", in the rst volume of our dissertation. Finally in
section 5 we describe the evolution of our system.
The results of static and dynamic tests are discussed in the corresponding sections.
The le which contains this document is maintained under the sccs system. The version
of the le is "@(#)tokamak_wd.web 1.72 19 Sep 1995".
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1.1 Formatting function names
In this section we tell fweb-1.52 that the names of all our private functions should be
formatted in the same way as the name of the the standard fortran function sqrt .
"tokamak_wd.f" 1.1 
@f f sqrt
@f p f sqrt
@f temperature sqrt
@f rho f sqrt
@f j by r sqrt
@f df by dz by r sqrt
@f df by dr by r sqrt
@f bx f sqrt
@f by f sqrt
@f bz f sqrt
@f omega f sqrt
@f vx f sqrt
@f vy f sqrt
@f vz f sqrt
@f initialise sqrt
@f test sqrt
@f dp by dr sqrt
@f dp by dz sqrt
@f p force x sqrt
@f p force y sqrt
@f p force z sqrt
@f c phi sqrt
@f curl b x sqrt
@f curl b y sqrt
@f b force x sqrt
@f b force y sqrt
@f b force z sqrt
@f dbx by dt f sqrt
@f dby by dt f sqrt
@f speed of sound sqrt
@f alfven speed sqrt
@f normal speed sqrt
@f step length sqrt
@f phase angle sqrt
@f init kernel sqrt
@f small sort sqrt
@f reshue sqrt
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@f reshue old sqrt
@f density sqrt
@f forces sqrt
@f image eld sqrt
1.2 Inclusion of common block denitions
Here we include common block denitions. These are dened on a separate le, which
is included into the source by the command below but not printed here for brevity. The
detailed denitions of various common variables are not needed in order to understand this
document.
x. @I "forces.web" Section(s) skipped : : :
This code is used in section #5.
1.3 Constants specic to the Maschke{Perrin solution
Here we dene the default values of constants determining the Maschke{Perrin solution.
Because all denitions are enclosed in ifndef { endif brackets, they can be altered from
the command line when calling ftangle or from the Makele.
The meaning of all constants with the exception of M has been explained above. The
constant M is discussed in section 3.11, page 29. That constant is ignored by this program.
"tokamak_wd.f" 1.3 
@#ifndef EPSILON A
@m EPSILON A 0:8
@#endif
@#ifndef A
@m A 0:2
@#endif
@#ifndef R 0
@m R 0 0:6
@#endif
@#ifndef OMEGA
@m OMEGA 0:2
@#endif
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@#ifndef GAMMA
@m GAMMA 1:6666666666
@#endif
@#ifndef F 0
@m F 0 0:6
@#endif
@#ifndef F 1
@m F 1 0:652
@#endif
@#ifndef F 2
@m F 2 0:687
@#endif
@#ifndef P
@m P 0:7
@#endif
@#ifndef R BAR
@m R BAR 1:0
@#endif
@#ifndef J 0
@m J 0 1:0
@#endif
@#ifndef M
@m M 0:0
@#endif
1.4 Copyright
This code is copyrighted. The copyright inserted below is also included in the fortran
le generated from this fweb-1.52 document.
"tokamak_wd.f" 1.4 
= Copyright note: "@(#)copyright.web 1.2 11 Sep 1995" COPYRIGHT 1995,
THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY, CANBERRA, AUSTRALIAN
CAPITAL TERRITORY, AUSTRALIA, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. THE
INFORMATION IN THIS SOFTWARE IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT
NOTICE AND SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED AS A COMMITMENT
BY THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY. THE AUSTRALIAN
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NATIONAL UNIVERSITY MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS ABOUT
THE SUITABILITY OF THIS SOFTWARE FOR ANY PURPOSE. IT IS
SUPPLIED \AS IS" WITHOUT EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY. IF
THE SOFTWARE IS MODIFIED IN A MANNER CREATING DERIVATIVE
COPYRIGHT RIGHTS, APPROPRIATE LEGENDS MAY BE PLACED ON
THE DERIVATIVE WORK IN ADDITION TO THAT SET FORTH ABOVE.
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation
for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this
permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of the
Australian National University not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining
to distribution of the software without specic, written prior permission. =
1.5 Availability
This code is available as report ANU-PRL-TP-95/06 from the Plasma Research Labora-
tory, Research School of Physical Sciences and Engineering, the Australian National Univer-
sity. The code can be also obtained by ftp-anonymous from cisr.anu.edu.au. Directory
/pub/papers/meglicki/src/tokamak
2 Tokamak, mainlines
We begin by calculating  = a=R
0
and 
1
= 1 + 
2
in accordance with equations (9) and
(10) in section 1, page 3. We also initialise  since this parameter is passed through the
common blocks to other functions.
The next step is to calculate constant C following equation (8) in section 1, page 3. We
restate that equation below too:
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After these initial calculations we are ready to initialise the system by calling logical
function initialise . In our system all major subroutines are implemented as logical
functions, which return F in case of a detected problem.
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After having generated the initial condition we initialise the kernel tables, sort and reshue
weighted dierences nodes, and calculate density and forces.
At this stage the mainlines fork depending on the value of the STATIC TEST parameter. If
STATIC TEST has been dened on the command line when invoking ftangle, the program
calls logical function test and exits. Otherwise we commence the time stepping procedure.
The time stepping procedure begins by setting time t to zero and initialising image number
to zero too. Next we call real function step length which applies the Courant-Friedrichs-
Lewy condition to the system and returns the length of the time step.
The time stepping method used in the code is leap-frog. Before the proper leap-frog can
commence we must perform the rst half-step using the Euler method. For that we use the
same modules as for the full leap-frog step. But we use them in a dierent order: we copy
current values of all elds to what we call the old values. The \jump over current to new"
module then performs the Euler half-step. We nish that step by copying the new eld
values to what we refer to as the current eld values.
Now we are set up for the proper leap-frog. The length of the time step, which was
previously halved, is restored to its proper value and we enter the loop which performs leap-
frog time steps LAST STEP times. Observe that each time step advances time by dt=2, not
by dt. The reason for that is that at the beginning of each leap-frog time step of length dt,
we go back in time by dt=2 to the old values of the elds.
"tokamak_wd.f" 2 
= le: "@(#)tokamak_wd.web 1.72 19 Sep 1995" =
program tokamak
f
h common blocks #5 i
h local denitions 2.1 i
= BEGIN =
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "@(#)tokamak_wd.web 1.72 19 Sep 1995";
chat  T ;
alpha  a=r 0 ;
alpha 1  1 + alpha
2
;
gamma  GAMMA;
c  (epsilon a   1:0)=8:0alpha 1   1:0=(2:0gammabig omega
2
) +
1:0=(4:0alphagamma
2
big omega
4
)(exp (gammabig omega
2
(1:0 +
alpha)
2
=2:0)  exp (gammabig omega
2
(1:0  alpha)
2
=2:0));
if (:initialise (c; np max ; x; y; z; vx ; vy ; vz ; bx ; by ; bz ; u; mass ; marker ; np))
f
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write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> initialise problem, exiting...";
EXIT (1);
g
if (:init kernel ( ))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> kernel problem, exiting...";
EXIT (1);
g
if (:small sort (np ; x; y; z))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> small_sort problem, exiting...";
EXIT (1);
g
if (:reshue (np ; mass ; u; x; y; z; vx ; vy ; vz ; bx ; by ; bz ; marker ))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> reshuffle problem, exiting...";
EXIT (1);
g
if (:density (np ; x; y; z; mass ; rho))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> density problem, exiting...";
EXIT (1);
g
if (:forces (np ; x; y; z; vx ; vy ; vz ; bx ; by ; bz ; mass ; u; rho ; ax ; ay ; az ;
dbx by dt ; dby by dt ; dbz by dt ; du by dt ))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> forces problem, exiting...";
EXIT (1);
g
@#ifdef STATIC TEST
if (:test (c; np ; x; y; z; vx ; vy ; vz ; bx ; by ; bz ; u; rho ; dbx by dt ; dby by dt ;
dbz by dt ; du by dt ; marker ))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> test problem, exiting...";
EXIT (1);
g
@#else
t 0:0;
image number  0;
dt  step length (np ; vx ; vy ; vz ; bx ; by ; bz ; rho ; u; marker );
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1pe16.6)") "dt = "; dt ;
= Perform the rst Euler half step =
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dt  dt =2:0;
h copy current to old 5.5.2 i
h jump over current to new 5.5.1 i
h copy new to current 5.5.3 i
t t+ dt ;
dt  dt2:0;
= Now start the proper leap-frog sequence =
do step  1; LAST STEP
f
h time step 5.5 i
t t + dt=2:0;
g
@#endif
g
2.1 Local denitions of tokamak
Although most auxiliary arrays and workspaces are passed through the common blocks, we
handle the main arrays, which describe the system, explicitly. The arrays are up to np max
entries long. The number of slots actually used is np . The naming of the arrays should be
obvious: x, y, and z correspond to positions of weighted dierences nodes. vx , vy , and vz
are velocities, ax , ay , az { forces. dbx by dt , dby by dt and dbz by dt correspond to dB
k
=dt,
whereas du by dt corresponds to du=dt. mass stores the value of mass for every node, and
rho is density. The variable marker is used to distinguish between boundary particles and
particles that will be advanced by the program. We shall say more about how boundaries
are handled in sections 3 and 5.
If the test is not a static one, we have to allocate additional space for the old values of
our variables. These will be used in the leap-frog time stepping routine.
The parameters a, r 0 , epsilon a and big omega correspond to constants a, r
0
, 
a
and 

respectively, whereas c, alpha and alpha 1 correspond to constants C, , and 
1
. The latter
are not treated as constants by the code, because they are being evaluated in the rst steps
of our program.
If we plan to time step we must reserve space for time t, time step length, dt , number of
an image, image number , and loop indexes i and step . The variable trash is used to swallow
the return of real function step length , which is used within each time step, not to adjust
the length of the step (that is done only once, at the very beginning), but to print current
maximal values of Alfven speed, sound speed, and plasma speed on standard output.
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If the program is to be run on the Fujitsu vp2200 supercomputer, we turn on the timing
of the code. The variables before , after , before forces , and after forces are used to store
times taken before commencing the step, after nishing the step, before commencing the
calculation of forces and after nishing the calculation of forces.
Now we declare the major logical functions used by the program: initialise , init kernel ,
small sort , reshue , density and forces .
The last part of this section introduces additional denitions depending on the macros
used in generating the fortran code.
The boundaries used by tokamak can be either static or rotating together with the plasma.
If the latter is the case, we must declare functions omega f , phase angle , vx f , vy f ,
vz f , and temperature , which will be used to update the values sitting on boundary
nodes. Functions bx f , by f , and bz f should be declared at this stage only if the macro
B DIFF ONLY has not been activated, because otherwise they will be declared later.
Functions reshue old and step length will be needed only if the code will time step,
otherwise we must declare logical function test .
Last, but not least, we decleare logical function image eld , which is used to pro-
duce 3D images of the system. Because producing images is time consuming and not
always needed, that functionality is not switched on by default. The user must dene
MAKE IMAGES on the command line when generating the fortran-77 code with ftangle,
in order to activate this feature. Often we may wish to view the images of jB(r; t) B
exact
(r)j
only, rather than images of all elds. That can be done by dening the macro B DIFF ONLY
on the ftangle command line. If that is the case, the program must calculate exact values of
B for every node before calling function image eld . Hence the need to declare functions
bx f , by f , and bz f in that situation.
h local denitions 2.1 i 
= LOCAL VARIABLES =
= arrays =
integer np ;
real x(np max ), y(np max ), z(np max ), vx (np max ), vy (np max ), vz (np max ),
bx (np max ), by (np max ), bz (np max ), ax (np max ), ay (np max ), az (np max ),
dbx by dt (np max ), dby by dt (np max ), dbz by dt (np max ), du by dt (np max ),
u(np max ), mass (np max ), rho(np max ), marker (np max );
= work space for time stepping =
@#ifndef STATIC TEST
real u old (np max ), u new (np max ), x old (np max ), y old (np max ), z old (np max ),
x new (np max ), y new (np max ), z new (np max ), vx old (np max ),
vy old (np max ), vz old (np max ), vx new (np max ), vy new (np max ),
16 Local denitions of tokamak TOKAMAK x2.1 [#17]
vz new (np max ), bx old (np max ), by old (np max ), bz old (np max ),
bx new (np max ), by new (np max ), bz new (np max );
@#endif
= scalar variables dening the system =
real a, r 0 , epsilon a , big omega ;
parameter (a A; r 0  R 0 ; epsilon a  EPSILON A; big omega  OMEGA);
real c, alpha , alpha 1 ;
= time, image number, etc =
@#ifndef STATIC TEST
real t, dt , trash ;
integer image number , i, step ;
@#endif
@#ifdef VP
= CPU time used =
integer before , after , before forces , after forces ;
@#endif
= functions =
logical initialise , init kernel , small sort , reshue , density , forces ;
@#ifdef ROTATE BOUNDARY
real omega f , phase angle , vx f , vy f , vz f , temperature ;
real phase old , phase new , r;
@#ifndef B DIFF ONLY
real bx f , by f , bz f ;
@#endif
@#endif
@#ifndef STATIC TEST
logical reshue old ;
real step length ;
@#else
logical test ;
@#endif
@#ifdef MAKE IMAGES
logical image eld ;
@#ifdef B DIFF ONLY
real bx f , by f , bz f ;
@#endif
@#endif
This code is used in section 2.
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Figure 3: The Maschke{Perrin solution, isosurface of density with two magnetic eld lines
3 Initialisation
The initial condition generated by the logical function initialise is illustrated in gure
3. The gure shows the donut of plasma suspended in a rectangular box [x
min
; x
max
] 
[y
min
; y
max
] [z
min
; z
max
]. Two lines representing magnetic eld wind around the donut.
Function initialise takes as its arguments the constant C given by equation (8), the
maximum size of arrays np , the arrays themselves (at this stage empty) x, y, z, vx , vy , vz ,
bx , by , bz , u, mass , and marker . On output these arrays will be initialised. The number of
initialised nodes will be returned in np init .
The body of function initialise can be divided into ve modules. The rst module
initialises the region itself and generates the auxiliary grid, which we refer to as boxes. That
grid will be used to sort and order weighted dierences nodes. The second module generates
a grid for rasters. In this program that grid has the same geometry as the boxes, but it does
not have to be so in general. Then the third module initialises a number of physical constants
related to MHD, for example mu
0
. That constant is passed to other functions through a
common block. Then we have the most important module of this function: the module
which generates the initial condition by assigning appropriate eld values to the weighted
dierences nodes. The last module \cleans up" and exits. In this case \cleaning up" basically
18 Initialisation TOKAMAK x3{x3.1 [#18{#19]
means writing a summary on standard output. If we had opened some auxiliary les within
this function, now would be the time to close them down { hence the name \clean up".
"tokamak_wd.f" 3 
logical function initialise (c, np , x, y, z, vx , vy , vz , bx , by , bz , u, mass , marker ,
np init )
f
real c;
integer np ;
real x(np), y(np), z(np), vx (np), vy (np), vz (np), bx (np), by (np), bz (np), u(np),
mass (np), marker (np);
integer np init ;
h common blocks #5 i
h initialise: local variables 3.1 i
= BEGIN =
write (STDOUT ;
"(1x, a)") "@(#)tokamak_wd.web 1.72 19 Sep 1995: initialise";
h initialise region and boxes 3.2 i
h initialise grid for rasters 3.3 i
h initialise MHD 3.4 i
h initialise particles 3.5 i
h clean up and exit 3.6 i
g
3.1 Local variables
The local variables used by function initialise are as follows. We use i, j, and k as loop
indexes. Variable count is used to count the total number of initialised nodes. Some of the
nodes will be specially marked. Those nodes will be counted by marker count . Variables
npx , npy , and npz are used to store the maximum allowed number of nodes in the x, y, and
z directions respectively. Finally, x number , y number , and z number are auxiliary integers
used to calculate positions of the raster nodes.
We also have a few local reals. The variable particle spacing stores the distance between
weighted dierences nodes. Here we use the same spacing between the nodes in the x, y,
and z directions. Variables xp min , yp min , and zp min store the rst suitable location for
a node in the \left front bottom" corner of the system. This location may or may not be
used depending on other conditions. Similarly xr min , yr min , and zr min represent the
\left front bottom" corner of the raster grid. Variables xp , yp , and zp are used to calculate a
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candidate node position before applying an acceptance test to it. The variable fp is used to
store the value of function F (r) (as given by equation (7) in section 1, page 2) for the point
given by xp , yp , and zp prior to the acceptance and marking tests. The variable coecient
is used to store the value of

R=(   1). The constant

R is passed on the fweb-1.52 level
by the means of the R BAR macro.
Within this function we shall call the following real function in order to assign appropriate
values to the nodes: f , which calculates F (r), vx f , vy f , and vz f , which return the value
of v(r), bx f , by f , and bz f , which return the value of B(r), rho f , which calculates the
density according to  = p=

RT , and temperature , which returns T (r).
h initialise: local variables 3.1 i 
= local variables =
integer i, j, k, count , marker count , npx , npy , npz , x number , y number , z number ;
real particle spacing , xp min , yp min , zp min , xr min , yr min , zr min , xp , yp , zp , fp ,
coecient ;
real r bar ;
parameter (r bar  R BAR);
= functions =
real f , vx f , vy f , vz f , bx f , by f , bz f , rho f , temperature ;
This code is used in section 3.
3.2 Initialise region and boxes
In this section we dene the region in the following way. First we initialise the smoothing
length h
s
, and the front lower left corner of the region: given by r
min
= [x
min
; y
min
; z
min
]. We
assume that the boxes are of dimensions h
s
 h
s
 h
s
. Thus, the rear upper right corner of
the region will be given by r
max
= [x
max
; y
max
; z
max
], where
x
max
= x
min
+ n
x
h
s
y
max
= y
min
+ n
y
h
s
z
max
= z
min
+ n
z
h
s
:
The dimensions of the region are
x = x
max
  x
min
y = y
max
  y
min
z = z
max
  z
min
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At this stage the number of boxes in each direction is incremented in order to account for
the ghost boxes on the boundaries:
n
x
 n
x
+ 2n
extent
n
y
 n
y
+ 2n
extent
n
z
 n
z
+ 2n
extent
The number of boxes in the e
x
 e
y
plane is n
xy
= n
x
n
y
, and the total number of boxes is
n
b
= n
xy
n
z
.
The fweb macros X MAX , Y MAX and Z MAX declared in the le common.web are
ignored in this program (the le common.web is more general and is used without change in
other programs too). The advantage of this very simple solution is that our region always
contains an integer number of boxes exactly.
h initialise region and boxes 3.2 i 
hs  HS ;
x min  X MIN ;
y min  Y MIN ;
z min  Z MIN ;
nx  NX ;
ny  NY ;
nz  NZ ;
x max  x min + hsnx ;
y max  y min + hsny ;
z max  z min + hsnz ;
dx  x max   x min ;
dy  y max   y min ;
dz  z max   z min ;
volume  dx dydz ;
box volume  hs
3
;
nx  nx + 2N EXTENT ;
ny  ny + 2N EXTENT ;
nz  nz + 2N EXTENT ;
nxy  nx ny ;
nb  nxynz ;
This code is used in section 3.
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3.3 Initialise grid for rasters
The images will be produced on an auxiliary grid whose nodes are located in the centres
of the boxes. The image grid extends beyond physical boundaries covering the ghost boxes.
The front lower left corner of the image grid is given by
x
r
min
= x
min
  n
extent
h
s
+ h
s
=2
y
r
min
= y
min
  n
extent
h
s
+ h
s
=2
z
r
min
= z
min
  n
extent
h
s
+ h
s
=2
The image grid is organised in a way similar to weighted dierences nodes, i.e., as a
one-dimensional array. The reason for this is that it is used in much the same way as the
weighted dierences nodes. Observe that in the code below the fastest changing number is
the x number . Only when i > nxy + 1 will z number switch to 1, and only when i > nx + 1
will y number switch to 1.
h initialise grid for rasters 3.3 i 
xr min  x min   N EXTENThs + hs=2:0;
yr min  y min   N EXTENThs + hs=2:0;
zr min  z min   N EXTENThs + hs=2:0;
do i 1; nb
f
z number  (i  1)=nxy ;
y number  ((i  1)  z numbernxy )=nx ;
x number  ((i  1)  z numbernxy   y number nx );
x r (i) xr min + x numberhs ;
y r (i) yr min + y numberhs ;
z r (i) zr min + z numberhs ;
g
This code is used in section 3.
3.4 Initialise scalars
Here we initialise the vacuum permeability constant 
0
, 1=
0
and , the ratio of specic
heats. All three are dened in common.web and passed through a common block. So these
initialisations do the job for the whole program, not just for this function. The variable
coecient is used locally only. The reason why we have also initialised  in the main is
because we needed it to calculate C, prior to calling this function. However, this function
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may be also used in other contexts with small modications. So we repeat the initialisation
of  \for completeness".
h initialise MHD 3.4 i 
mu 0  MU 0 ;
one by mu 0  1:0=mu 0 ;
gamma  GAMMA;
coecient  r bar =(gamma   1:0);
This code is used in section 3.
3.5 Initialise arrays
The number of candidate nodes in the x direction is n
x
times number of nodes in box
per direction, and similarly for the y and z directions. The number of nodes in the box
per direction, given by PARTS PER BOX , is normally either 1, which results in a fast but
inaccurate code, or 2, which results in 8 nodes per h
3
s
box. Such initialisation yields a more
accurate but a very slow code. PARTS PER BOX can be also a oating point number such
as 1.5.
Denoting initial spacing between nodes in a direction of a major axis (x, y or z) by , the
rst node candidate will be located at
x
p
min
= x
min
+ =2
y
p
min
= y
min
+ =2
z
p
min
= z
min
+ =2
The initialisation loop is constructed in such a way that nodes vary fastest in the x di-
rection. For every Lagrangian grid point given by x
p
(i; j; k); y
p
(i; j; k); z
p
(i; j; k) we calculate
the value of function F rst. Only if the returned value is greater than F
1
do we initialise
the corresponding node at that point. Assuming that the constants of the Maschke{Perrin
solution have been dened sensibly, that guarantees that the initialised nodes will have non-
negative values of pressure and density. Before the initialisation takes place, we always check
if we have enough space for the new node and return F to the caller, if we do not.
Within this program we will use the outer shell of nodes, i.e., the nodes for which
F
1
 F (r) < F
2
, as boundary nodes. These nodes will not be advanced at all, which,
in principle, should be satisfactory because the solution ought to be static, or they will be
rotated according to the exact Maschke{Perrin solution. Only the nodes for which F
2
 F (r)
will be advanced dynamically.
The constant F
2
should be chosen so as to create an isosurface suciently far away from
the maximum of F (r), but at the same time it should produce a suciently thick outer crust
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of boundary nodes, so that the nodes, that will be dynamically pushed, should never see the
outer boundary corresponding to F (r) = F
1
, which is marred by the presence of \dangling
bonds". We have discussed this issue in the rst volume of our dissertation, chapter 2,
section 3 \Boundary Conditions". The dynamically evolving nodes are marked with 1:0.
The remaining nodes are marked with 0:0 and referred to as ghost nodes.
h initialise particles 3.5 i 
npx  NX PARTS PER BOX ;
npy  NY PARTS PER BOX ;
npz  NZ PARTS PER BOX ;
particle spacing  hs=PARTS PER BOX ;
xp min  x min + particle spacing=2:0;
yp min  y min + particle spacing=2:0;
zp min  z min + particle spacing=2:0;
count  0;
marker count  0;
do i 0; npx   1
f
do j  0; npy   1
f
do k  0; npz   1
f
xp  xp min + iparticle spacing ;
yp  yp min + jparticle spacing ;
zp  zp min + kparticle spacing ;
fp  f (c; xp ; yp ; zp);
if (fp  F 1 )
f
count++;
if (count > np)
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "Error: insufficient space\
 for so many particles";
initialise  F ;
return;
g
x(count ) xp ;
y(count ) yp ;
z(count ) zp ;
vx (count ) vx f (c; xp ; yp ; zp);
vy (count ) vy f (c; xp ; yp ; zp);
vz (count ) vz f (c; xp ; yp ; zp);
bx (count ) bx f (c; xp ; yp ; zp);
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by (count ) by f (c; xp ; yp ; zp);
bz (count ) bz f (c; xp ; yp ; zp);
u(count ) coecienttemperature (c; xp ; yp ; zp);
mass (count ) rho f (c; xp ; yp ; zp)box volume=PARTS PER BOX
3
;
if (fp  F 2 )
f
marker count++;
marker (count ) 1:0;
g
else
f
marker (count ) 0:0;
g
g
g
g
g
np init  count ;
This code is used in section 3.
3.6 Clean up and exit
This module is self-explanatory. We write an exhaustive information about the initialised
system on standard output, and return to the caller.
h clean up and exit 3.6 i 
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "F_0              = "; F 0 ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "F_1              = "; F 1 ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "F_2              = "; F 2 ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "P                = "; P ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "EPSILON_A        = "; EPSILON A;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "OMEGA            = "; OMEGA;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "GAMMA (gamma)    = "; GAMMA;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "R_0              = "; R 0 ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "A                = "; A;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "R_BAR            = "; R BAR;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "J_0              = "; J 0 ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "M (should be 0)  = "; M ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "hs               = "; hs ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "particle_spacing = "; particle spacing ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "x_min            = "; x min ;
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write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "xr_min           = "; xr min ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "xp_min           = "; xp min ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "x_max            = "; x max ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "dx               = "; dx ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "y_min            = "; y min ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "yr_min           = "; yr min ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "yp_min           = "; yp min ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "y_max            = "; y max ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "dy               = "; dy ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "z_min            = "; z min ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "zr_min           = "; zr min ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "zp_min           = "; zp min ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "z_max            = "; z max ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "dz               = "; dz ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "volume           = "; volume ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "box_volume       = "; box volume ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "mu_0             = "; mu 0 ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "r_bar            = "; r bar ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "gamma            = "; gamma ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "coefficient      = "; coecient ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6)") "PARTS_PER_BOX    = "; PARTS PER BOX ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1i16)") "nx               = "; nx ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1i16)") "ny               = "; ny ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1i16)") "nz               = "; nz ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1i16)") "nxy              = "; nxy ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1i16)") "nb               = "; nb ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1i16)") "npx              = "; npx ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1i16)") "npy              = "; npy ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1i16)") "npz              = "; npz ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1i16)") "np               = "; np ;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1i16, a)") "initialised        "; np init ,
" particles";
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1i16, a)") "marked             "; marker count ,
" particles";
initialise  OK ;
return;
This code is used in section 3.
3.7 Function f
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With this module we begin the discussion of functions used in the initialisation procedure.
The rst real function f calculates the value of F (r) given the value of constant C, which
is passed to it as a parameter. We restate equation (7) from section 1, page 2, which denes
that function:
F = F
0
+ CP
r
2
r
2
0
+ P
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"tokamak_wd.f" 3.7 
real function f (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real f 0 , big p , r 0 , epsilon a , gamma , big omega ;
parameter (f 0  F 0 ; big p  P; r 0  R 0 ; epsilon a  EPSILON A;
gamma  GAMMA; big omega  OMEGA);
real r;
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
f  f 0 + cbig pr
2
=r 0
2
+ big p((epsilon a   1:0)=4:0(z
2
=r 0
2
 
r
2
=(4r 0
2
))r
2
=r 0
2
+ 1:0=(gamma
2
big omega
4
)(1:0 +
gammabig omega
2
r
2
=(2:0r 0
2
)  exp (gammabig omega
2
r
2
=(2:0r 0
2
))));
return;
g
3.8 Function p f
Function p f calculates pressure p(r) as given by equation (3) in section 1, page 2. We
restate that equation below:
p =
P
R
4
0
(F   F
1
)e
R
2


2
=2R
2
0
"tokamak_wd.f" 3.8 
real function p f (c, x, y, z)
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f
real c, x, y, z;
real big p , r 0 , f 1 , gamma , big omega ;
parameter (big p  P; r 0  R 0 ; f 1  F 1 ; gamma  GAMMA;
big omega  OMEGA);
real f ;
real r;
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
p f  big p=r 0
4
(f (c; x; y; z)  f 1 )exp (gammar
2
big omega
2
=(2:0r 0
2
));
return;
g
3.9 Function temperature
In the Maschke{Perrin solution T is an arbitrary function of F . Here, as in equation (2)
in section 1, page 2, we assume that this function is the identity.
Maschke and Perrin use the equation of state given by equation (4) in section 1, page 2.
We restate that equation below
p =

RT:
Comparing with, say, Feynman [6], volume 1, equation (39.22), page 39-10
pV = NkT; (12)
where N is a total number of atoms in volume V , and k is Boltzmann's constant, we can
nd out what

R stands for.
p =
N
V
kT =
N
V
k

T =
M
V
k

T = 
k

T; (13)
where  is a mass of the atom. Hence

R =
k

: (14)
On the other hand, within this weighted dierences code we use the following form of the
equation of state
p = (   1)u (15)
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Comparing this with equation (3) yields

RT =
kT

= (   1)u (16)
Substituting 5=3 in place of  yields the familiar
u =
3
2
kT

(17)
In other words, u is the specic (i.e., divided by mass) average kinetic energy of an atom.
"tokamak_wd.f" 3.9 
real function temperature (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real f ;
temperature  f (c; x; y; z);
return;
g
3.10 Function rho f
Density is calculated from the equation of state (4) in section 1, page 2, which is restated
below:
 =
p

RT
"tokamak_wd.f" 3.10 
real function rho f (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real p f , temperature ;
real r bar ;
parameter (r bar  R BAR);
rho f  p f (c; x; y; z)=(r bar temperature (c; x; y; z));
return;
g
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3.11 Function j by r
The expression for J =r is in general somewhat more complex than the expression used by
function j by r . However, the Maschke{Perrin function F given by equation (7) in section
1, page 2, is valid only if the value of constant M (not used in this code) is zero (see the
note just above equation (4.17) on page 591 in [11]). In this context J (r) which is normally
given by
J
2
= J
2
0
+ 2
M
r
2
0
(F (r)  F
1
) (18)
(see equation (4.9) on page 590 in [11]) reduces to a constant J
0
. Hence
J
r
=
J
0
r
(19)
"tokamak_wd.f" 3.11 
real function j by r (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real j 0 ;
parameter (j 0  J 0 );
real r;
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
j by r  j 0 =r;
return;
g
3.12 Magnetic eld
In order to translate eld B from cylindrical to Cartesian coordinates we should rst nd
out how to decompose cylindrical basis vectors e

and e
r
into Cartesian basis vectors e
x
and
e
y
.
Inspection of gure 4 shows that
e

=   sin e
x
+ cos e
y
(20)
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Figure 4: Decomposition of cylindrical basis vectors into Cartesian basis vectors.
and
e
r
= cos e
x
+ sin e
y
: (21)
It is also easy to see that
e
r
 e

= e
z
(22)
hence by a cyclic permutation
e

 e
z
= e
r
: (23)
Magnetic eld B is given by equation (1) in section 1, page 2, which we restate below:
B =
J
0
r
e

+
1
r
e

rF (r; z): (24)
In cylindrical coordinates
rF (r; z) =
@F
@r
e
r
+
1
r
@F
@
e

+
@F
@z
e
z
=
@F
@r
e
r
+
@F
@z
e
z
: (25)
Hence
e

rF =
@F
@r
e

 e
r
+
@F
@z
e

 e
z
=
@F
@z
e
r
 
@F
@r
e
z
: (26)
Combining equations (24) and (26) yields
B =
J
0
r
e

+
1
r
@F
@z
e
r
 
1
r
@F
@r
e
z
: (27)
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Substituting equations (20) and (21) in place of e

and e
r
yields:
B =

1
r
@F
@z
cos 
J
r
sin

e
x
+

1
r
@F
@z
sin+
J
r
cos

e
y
 
1
r
@F
@r
e
z
(28)
Function F is given by equation (7) in section 1 page 2. Both @F=@z and @F=@r are easy
to calculate:
@F
@z
= P

a
  1
4
r
2
r
2
0
2z
r
2
0
(29)
and
@F
@r
= P
r
r
2
0

2C +

a
  1
4

2z
2
r
2
0
 
r
2
r
2
0

+
1


2

1  e


2
r
2
=2r
2
0


(30)
3.12.1 Function df by dz by r
Comparing with equation (29) in section 3.12, page 31, yields:
1
r
@F
@z
= P
(
a
  1)
2
rz
r
4
0
(31)
"tokamak_wd.f" 3.12.1 
real function df by dz by r (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real big p , epsilon a , r 0 ;
parameter (big p  P; epsilon a  EPSILON A; r 0  R 0 );
real r;
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
df by dz by r  big p(epsilon a   1:0)=2:0rz=r 0
4
;
return;
g
3.12.2 Function df by dr by r
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Comparing with equation (30) in section 3.12, page 31, yields:
1
r
@F
@r
=
P
r
2
0

2C +
(
a
  1)
4r
2
0
 
2z
2
  r
2

+
1


2

1  e


2
r
2
=2r
2
0


(32)
"tokamak_wd.f" 3.12.2 
real function df by dr by r (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real big p , epsilon a , r 0 , gamma , big omega ;
parameter (big p  P; epsilon a  EPSILON A; r 0  R 0 ;
gamma  GAMMA; big omega  OMEGA);
real r;
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
df by dr by r  big p=r 0
2
(2:0c+ (epsilon a   1:0)=(4:0r 0
2
)(2:0z
2
  r
2
) +
1:0=(gammabig omega
2
)(1:0  exp (gammabig omega
2
r
2
=(2:0r 0
2
))));
return;
g
3.12.3 Function bx f
Comparing with equation (28) in section 3.12, page 31, yields:
B
x
=
1
r
@F
@z
cos  
J
r
sin (33)
"tokamak_wd.f" 3.12.3 
real function bx f (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real r, sin phi , cos phi ;
real df by dz by r , j by r ;
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
sin phi  y=r;
cos phi  x=r;
bx f  df by dz by r (c; x; y; z)cos phi   j by r (c; x; y; z)sin phi ;
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return;
g
3.12.4 Function by f
Comparing with equation (28) in section 3.12, page 31, yields:
B
y
=
1
r
@F
@z
sin+
J
r
cos (34)
"tokamak_wd.f" 3.12.4 
real function by f (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real r, sin phi , cos phi ;
real df by dz by r , j by r ;
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
sin phi  y=r;
cos phi  x=r;
by f  df by dz by r (c; x; y; z)sin phi + j by r (c; x; y; z)cos phi ;
return;
g
3.12.5 Function bz f
Comparing with equation (28) in section 3.12, page 31, yields:
B
z
=  
1
r
@F
@r
(35)
"tokamak_wd.f" 3.12.5 
real function bz f (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real df by dr by r ;
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bz f   df by dr by r (c; x; y; z);
return;
g
3.13 Velocity
The velocity eld is given by equation 6 in section 1, page 2. Substituting equation (20)
from section 3.12, page 29, in place of e

yields:
v = v

e

= v

(  sin e
x
+ cos e
y
) = v


 
y
r
e
x
+
x
r
e
y

; (36)
where v

is given by (see equation (5) in section 1, page 2)
v

= r! =

r
r
0
p


RT : (37)
Combining equations (36) and (37) yields
v =


r
0
p


RT ( ye
x
+ xe
y
) : (38)
3.13.1 Function omega f
The real function omega f is not used in the initialisation procedure, but it is used
in the time stepping part of the program when \rotating boundaries" are requested during
compilation. ! is given by equation (5) in section 1 page 2, which is restated below:
! =


r
0
p


RT
"tokamak_wd.f" 3.13.1 
real function omega f (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real big omega , r 0 , gamma , r bar ;
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parameter (big omega  OMEGA; r 0  R 0 ; gamma  GAMMA;
r bar  R BAR);
real temperature ;
omega f  big omega=r 0 sqrt (gammar bartemperature (c; x; y; z));
return;
g
3.13.2 Function vx f
Comparing with equation (38) in section 3.13, page 34, yields
v
x
=  

y
r
0
p


RT (39)
"tokamak_wd.f" 3.13.2 
real function vx f (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real big omega , r 0 , r bar , gamma ;
parameter (big omega  OMEGA; r 0  R 0 ; r bar  R BAR;
gamma  GAMMA);
real temperature ;
vx f   big omegay=r 0 sqrt (gammar bartemperature (c; x; y; z));
return;
g
3.13.3 Function vy f
Comparing with equation (38) in section 3.13, page 34, yields
v
y
=

x
r
0
p


RT (40)
"tokamak_wd.f" 3.13.3 
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real function vy f (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real big omega , r 0 , r bar , gamma ;
parameter (big omega  OMEGA; r 0  R 0 ; r bar  R BAR;
gamma  GAMMA);
real temperature ;
vy f  big omegax=r 0 sqrt (gammar bartemperature (c; x; y; z));
return;
g
3.13.4 Function vz f
The z component of velocity vanishes.
"tokamak_wd.f" 3.13.4 
real function vz f (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
vz f  0:0;
return;
g
4 Testing
This is a very important part of the program which not only lets us determine that there
are no major errors in coding or in our derivations of Maschke{Perrin formulas, but also lets
us ascertain the accuracy of the numerical method itself. This methodology has been briey
discussed in volume 1 of our dissertation, section 3.5.3, \The Force Evaluation Test", page
72.
The idea is that after we have used logical function forces and logical function
density in order to evaluate density and accelerations using the weighted dierences for-
malism, we calculate the same for every node of the system using exact analytical formulas
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instead. Then we print the comparison for a more or less random collection of nodes. The
\randomisation" eect is achieved by looping over all nodes with a stride of 327. This num-
ber is suciently weird , i.e., dierent from periods occurring in the system, to provide us
with a \random" selection eect. The comparison is made only for the nodes, which have
been marked for dynamic evolution. The nodes, which are close to the boundary dened by
F (r) = F
1
, are bound to return very inaccurate, or sometimes downright incorrect results.
This issue has been discussed in sections 2.3, \Boundary Conditions", page 20, and 3.4,
\Gradient Experiments", page 50, in the rst volume of our dissertation.
4.1 Function test
The mainlines of logical function test are self-explanatory. The brief calculation in the
middle of the body of the loop is used to evaluate the centrifugal force which acts on the
nodes.
The arrays lorentz force x , lorentz force y , lorentz force z , pressure force x , pressure force y ,
and pressure force z are initialised by function forces and passed to function test through
the common block.
The results of this test for the default values of Maschke{Perrin constants are discussed
towards the end of section 4 in subsection 4.6, page 52.
"tokamak_wd.f" 4.1 
logical function test (c, np , x, y, z, vx , vy , vz , bx , by , bz , u, rho , dbx by dt ,
dby by dt , dbz by dt , du by dt , marker )
f
real c;
integer np ;
real x(np), y(np), z(np), vx (np), vy (np), vz (np), bx (np), by (np), bz (np),
u(np), rho(np), dbx by dt (np), dby by dt (np), dbz by dt (np), du by dt (np),
marker (np);
h common blocks #5 i
= local variables =
real r bar ;
parameter (r bar  R BAR);
real vx value , vy value , vz value , v 2 , r 2 , v f 2 , ar , ar f ;
integer i, count ;
= functions =
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real rho f , p f , temperature , vx f , vy f , vz f , bx f , by f , bz f , p force x ,
p force y , p force z , curl b x , curl b y , b force x , b force y ,
b force z , dbx by dt f , dby by dt f ;
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "@(#)tokamak_wd.web 1.72 19 Sep 1995: test";
count  0;
do i 1; np ; 327
f
if (marker (i) > 0:0)
f
count++;
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, i10, a, 3f10.6, a)") "particle"; i, " r = [";
x(i), y(i), z(i), "]";
write (STDOUT ; "(6x, 2(a, f10.6))") "density: is    "; rho(i),
" should be"; rho f (c, x(i), y(i), z(i));
write (STDOUT ; "(6x, 2(a, f10.6))") "pressure: is   ";
(gamma   1:0)rho(i)u(i); " should be"; p f (c, x(i), y(i), z(i));
write (STDOUT ; "(6x, 2(a, f10.6))") "temperature: is";
(gamma   1:0)u(i)=r bar ; " should be"; temperature (c, x(i), y(i), z(i));
write (STDOUT ; "(6x, 2(a, f10.6))") "du/dt: is      "; du by dt (i),
" should be"; 0:0;
vx value  vx f (c; x(i); y(i); z(i));
vy value  vy f (c; x(i); y(i); z(i));
vz value  vz f (c; x(i); y(i); z(i));
v 2  vx (i)
2
+ vy (i)
2
;
r 2  x(i)
2
+ y(i)
2
;
v f 2  vx value
2
+ vy value
2
;
ar  v 2 =r 2 ;
ar f  v f 2 =r 2 ;
write (STDOUT ; "(6x, 2(a, 3f10.6), a)") "velocity: is  ["; vx (i),
vy (i), vz (i), "] should be: ["; vx value , vy value , vz value , "]";
write (STDOUT ; "(6x, 2(a, 3f10.6), a)") "centrifugal   ["; ar x(i);
ary(i); 0:0; "] should be: ["; ar f x(i); ar f y(i); 0:0; "]";
write (STDOUT ; "(6x, 2(a, 3f10.6), a)") "b-field:  is  ["; bx (i),
by (i), bz (i), "] should be: ["; bx f (c, x(i), y(i), z(i)), by f (c, x(i), y(i),
z(i)), bz f (c, x(i), y(i), z(i)), "]";
write (STDOUT ; "(6x, 2(a, 3f10.6), a)") "p-force:  is  [";
pressure force x (i), pressure force y (i), pressure force z (i),
"] should be: ["; p force x (c, x(i), y(i), z(i)), p force y (c, x(i), y(i),
z(i)), p force z (c, x(i), y(i), z(i)), "]";
write (STDOUT ; "(6x, 2(a, 3f10.6), a)") "curl-b:   is  [";
curl x (i)=rho(i); curl y (i)=rho(i); curl z (i)=rho(i); "] should be: [";
curl b x (c, x(i), y(i), z(i)), curl b y (c, x(i), y(i), z(i)), 0:0; "]";
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write (STDOUT ; "(6x, 2(a, 3f10.6), a)") "b-force:  is  [";
lorentz force x (i), lorentz force y (i), lorentz force z (i), "] should be: [";
b force x (c, x(i), y(i), z(i)), b force y (c, x(i), y(i), z(i)), b force z (c,
x(i), y(i), z(i)), "]";
write (STDOUT ; "(6x, 2(a, 3f10.6), a)") "db_by_dt: is  [";
dbx by dt (i), dby by dt (i), dbz by dt (i), "] should be: ["; dbx by dt f (c,
x(i), y(i), z(i)), dby by dt f (c, x(i), y(i), z(i)), 0:0; "]";
g
g
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, i10, a)") "tested"; count , " particles";
test  OK ;
return;
g
4.2 Analytical calculation of pressure gradient
The gradient of pressure is easy to evaluate analytically. Let us restate equation (3)
p =
P
r
4
0
(F (r; z)  F
1
)e
r
2


2
=2r
2
0
(41)
Because p depends only on r and z
rp =
@p
@r
e
r
+
@p
@z
e
z
(42)
(compare with (25), page 30). Substituting (41) in (42) yields
rp =
P
r
4
0
e
r
2


2
=2r
2
0

@F
@r
+
r

2
r
2
0
(F   F
1
)

e
r
+
@F
@z
e
z

(43)
In order to obtain x, and y components of the gradient, we should use equation (21) restated
below:
e
r
= cos  e
x
+ sin e
y
; (44)
where cos = x=r and sin = y=r.
4.2.1 Function dp by dr
Comparing with equation (43) in section 4.2 yields
@p
@r
=
P
r
4
0
e
r
2


2
=2r
2
0

@F
@r
+
r

2
r
2
0
(F   F
1
)

(45)
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"tokamak_wd.f" 4.2.1 
real function dp by dr (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real r, f value , df by dr value ;
real f , df by dr by r ;
real big p , r 0 , gamma , big omega , f 1 ;
parameter (big p  P; r 0  R 0 ; gamma  GAMMA; big omega  OMEGA;
f 1  F 1 );
= BEGIN =
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
f value  f (c; x; y; z);
df by dr value  df by dr by r (c; x; y; z)r;
dp by dr  big p=r 0
4
exp (gammar
2
big omega
2
=(2:0r 0
2
))(df by dr value +
gammarbig omega
2
=r 0
2
(f value   f 1 ));
return;
g
4.2.2 Function dp by dz
Comparing with equation (43) in section 4.2 yields
@p
@z
=
P
r
4
0
e
r
2


2
=2r
2
0
@F
@z
(46)
"tokamak_wd.f" 4.2.2 
real function dp by dz (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real big p , r 0 , gamma , big omega ;
parameter (big p  P; r 0  R 0 ; gamma  GAMMA; big omega  OMEGA);
real r, df by dz value ;
real df by dz by r ;
= BEGIN =
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
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df by dz value  df by dz by r (c; x; y; z)r;
dp by dz  big p=r 0
4
exp (gammar
2
big omega
2
=(2:0r 0
2
))df by dz value ;
return;
g
4.2.3 Function p force x
Combining equations (43) and (44) in section 4.2 yields
 
1

@p
@x
=  
1

@p
@r
cos =  
1

@p
@r
x
r
(47)
"tokamak_wd.f" 4.2.3 
real function p force x (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real r;
real rho f , dp by dr ;
= BEGIN =
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
p force x   1:0=rho f (c; x; y; z)dp by dr (c; x; y; z)x=r;
return;
g
4.2.4 Function p force y
Combining equations (43) and (44) in section 4.2 yields
 
1

@p
@y
=  
1

@p
@r
sin =  
1

@p
@r
y
r
(48)
"tokamak_wd.f" 4.2.4 
real function p force y (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
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real r;
real rho f , dp by dr ;
= BEGIN =
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
p force y   1:0=rho f (c; x; y; z)dp by dr (c; x; y; z)y=r;
return;
g
4.2.5 Function p force z
This function simply implements
 
1

@p
@z
(49)
"tokamak_wd.f" 4.2.5 
real function p force z (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real r;
real rho f , dp by dz ;
= BEGIN =
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
p force z   1:0=rho f (c; x; y; z)dp by dz (c; x; y; z);
return;
g
4.3 Analytical calculation of du=dt
It is easy to show that du=dt = 0. Starting from
du
dt
=  
p

r  v (50)
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all we need to show is that r  v = 0. Recall that
r  v =
1
r
@rv
r
@r
+
1
r
@v

@
+
@v
z
@z
(51)
In Maschke-Perrin solution v = r!(F (r; z))e

. Thus we only have one component of v,
which is v

, and that component does not depend on . Hence r  v = 0.
4.4 Analytical calculation of Lorentz accelerations
Lorentz acceleration acting on weighted dierences nodes is
a
L
=
1

0

(rB)B (52)
The weighted dierences code stores the value of a
L
on global arrays lorentz force x , lorentz force y ,
and lorentz force z
1
. In order to compare the contents of those arrays against the analyti-
cally derived expressions we have to evaluate rB.
In cylindrical coordinates (see, for example, [4], page 676)
rB =

1
r
@B
z
@
 
@B

@z

e
r
+

@B
r
@z
 
@B
z
@r

e

+

1
r
@rB

@r
 
1
r
@B
r
@

e
z
(53)
It is easy to see that in our context r and z components ofrB will vanish. First, @B
z
=@
is zero because B
z
does not depend on . In fact, since nothing depends on , @B
r
=@ is
zero too. Next, recall (equation (27) in section 3.12, page 30) that
B =
J
0
r
e

+
1
r
@F
@z
e
r
 
1
r
@F
@r
e
z
: (54)
From (54) B

= J
0
=r and it does not depend on z, hence @B

=@z = 0. Also
@rB

@r
=
@
@r

r
J
0
r

=
@J
0
@r
= 0:
Thus, the only non vanishing component of rB is in the  direction:
B

=
@B
r
@z
 
@B
z
@r
: (55)
1
Ah, the convenience of this idea, even if it costs a little more space.
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@B
r
=@z is easy to evaluate. From equation (54)
B
r
=
1
r
@F
@z
(56)
and
@B
r
@z
=
1
r
@
2
F
@
2
z
(57)
Recall (equation (29), section 3.12, page 31) that
@F
@z
= P
(
a
  1)
4
r
2
r
2
0
2z
r
2
0
(58)
hence
@
2
F
@
2
z
= P
(
a
  1)
2
r
2
r
4
0
(59)
and
@B
r
@z
=
1
r
@
2
F
@
2
z
= P
(
a
  1)
2
r
r
4
0
(60)
The second term in equation (55) is also easy to evaluate. From equation (54)
B
z
=  
1
r
@F
@r
: (61)
Hence
 
@B
z
@r
=
@
@r
1
r
@F
@r
: (62)
The division by r in front of @F=@r is very convenient, because the resulting expression will
make the second derivative much simpler (recall equation (32) in section 3.12.2, page 32):
1
r
@F
@r
=
P
r
2
0

2C +
(
a
  1)
4r
2
0
 
2z
2
  r
2

+
1


2

1  e


2
r
2
=2r
2
0


(63)
Dierentiating equation (63) will kill all terms that do not depend on r explicitly, leaving
 
@B
z
@r
=
@
@r

1
r
@F
@r

=  P
(
a
  1)
2
r
r
4
0
  P
r
r
4
0
e


2
r
2
=2r
2
0
: (64)
Adding @B
r
=@z to @B
z
=@r (equations (60) and (64)) will cancel the rst term in equation
(64), and the only thing which is left is
(rB)

=
@B
r
@z
 
@B
z
@r
=  P
r
r
4
0
e


2
r
2
=2r
2
0
(65)
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Let us call this function C

:
C

= P
r
r
4
0
e


2
r
2
=2r
2
0
(66)
so that rB =  C

e

.
We can now easily calculate (rB)B:
(rB)B =  C

e



J
0
r
e

+
1
r
@F
@z
e
r
 
1
r
@F
@r
e
z

(67)
Recall that (equations (22) and (23), section 3.12, page 30)
e
r
 e

= e
z
e

 e
z
= e
r
Hence
(rB)B =  C

1
r
@F
@z
( e
z
) + C

1
r
@F
@r
e
r
= C

1
r
@F
@z
e
z
+ C

1
r
@F
@r
(cos  e
x
+ sin e
y
)
= C

1
r
@F
@z
e
z
+ C

1
r
@F
@r

x
r
e
x
+
y
r
e
y

:
(68)
4.4.1 Function c phi
Here we just implement equation (66)
"tokamak_wd.f" 4.4.1 
real function c phi (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real big p , r 0 , gamma , big omega ;
parameter (big p  P; r 0  R 0 ; gamma  GAMMA; big omega  OMEGA);
real r;
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
c phi  big pr=r 0
4
exp (gammabig omega
2
r
2
=(2r 0
2
));
return;
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g
4.4.2 Function curl b x
This function evaluates the x component of rB following:
rB =  C

e

=  C

(  sin e
x
+ cos  e
y
) = C


y
r
e
x
 
x
r
e
y

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"tokamak_wd.f" 4.4.2 
real function curl b x (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real c phi ;
real r;
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
curl b x  c phi (c; x; y; z)y=r;
return;
g
4.4.3 Function curl b y
Here we use equation (69) from section 4.4.2 to evaluate the y component of rB.
"tokamak_wd.f" 4.4.3 
real function curl b y (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real c phi ;
real r;
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
curl b y   c phi (c; x; y; z)x=r;
return;
g
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4.4.4 Function b force x
From equation (68), section 4.4, page 45
a
x
=
1

0

C

1
r
@F
@r
x
r
(70)
"tokamak_wd.f" 4.4.4 
real function b force x (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real mu 0 ;
parameter (mu 0  MU 0 );
real r;
real c phi , df by dr by r , rho f ;
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
b force x  1:0=(mu 0 rho f (c; x; y; z))c phi (c; x; y; z)df by dr by r (c;
x; y; z)x=r;
return;
g
4.4.5 Function b force y
From equation (68), section 4.4, page 45
a
y
=
1

0

C

1
r
@F
@r
y
r
(71)
"tokamak_wd.f" 4.4.5 
real function b force y (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real mu 0 ;
parameter (mu 0  MU 0 );
real r;
real c phi , df by dr by r , rho f ;
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
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b force y  1:0=(mu 0 rho f (c; x; y; z))c phi (c; x; y; z)df by dr by r (c;
x; y; z)y=r;
return;
g
4.4.6 Function b force z
From equation (68), section 4.4, page 45
a
z
=
1

0

C

1
r
@F
@z
(72)
"tokamak_wd.f" 4.4.6 
real function b force z (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real mu 0 ;
parameter (mu 0  MU 0 );
real c phi , df by dz by r , rho f ;
b force z  1:0=(mu 0 rho f (c; x; y; z))c phi (c; x; y; z)df by dz by r (c;
x; y; z);
return;
g
4.5 Analytical calculation of the Faraday Law
The Faraday law for an advecting plasma can be written in the following form
dB
dt
=
@B
@t
+ v rB = B rv +Br  v (73)
For the Maschke-Perrin solution @B=@t = 0 and, as we have shown in section 4.3, page 42,
r  v = 0. Hence equation (73) reduces to
dB
dt
= v rB = B rv: (74)
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For B given by equation (27) in section 3.12, page 30, it is easiest to evaluate both sides
of equation (74) in cylindrical coordinates. Let us begin with the left hand side:
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(75)
where we have made use of the following observations
 nothing in the Maschke-Perrin solution depends explicitly on  hence e

[B
i
] = 0;
 the derivative of e
z
in the direction of e

is 0;
 the derivatives of e
r
and e

in the direction of e

are (1=r)e

and  (1=r)e
r
respectively.
This can be easily seen from simple trigonometry.
The notation r
u
v used above means the covariant derivative of vector eld v in the
direction of vector eld u. This is sometimes also written as u  rv. The dot in this
formula is not a scalar product. It is a pure contraction between u, which is a contravariant
tensor, and r, which is a covariant tensor. We often prefer to use r
u
v because it has a
clearer geometrical meaning. The derivatives r
e
i
e
j
represent ane connection and once
their geometrical meaning is understood the connection coecients can be readily obtained
from simple diagrams \by inspection". If the basis fe
i
g was holonomic, the corresponding
connection coecients would be called Christoel symbols. But our basis fe
r
; e

; e
z
g is not
holonomic.
The notation v[f ] means vector eld v, understood as a dierential operator, acting on
function f .
Our notation follows closely the convention used in [12] and in other modern texts about
dierential geometry and physics [1].
Now the right hand side of equation (74)
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;
(76)
where we have used the observations that
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 e

[v

] = 0;
 the derivative of e

in the direction of e
r
is 0;
 the derivative of e

in the direction of e
z
is 0;
 r
e

e

=  (1=r)e
r
.
In order to demonstrate that equation (76) is equal to equation (75) we must show that
B
r
re
r
[!] +B
z
re
z
[!] = 0
Recall that ! = !(F (r; z)), hence
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where we have used the fact that
 B
r
= (1=r)(@F=@z)
 B
z
=  (1=r)(@F=@r)
See equation (27) on page 30.
Thus, one way or another
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where we have made use of equations (20) and (21) on page 29 and of equation (27) on page
30.
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4.5.1 Function dbx by dt f
Comparing with equation (77) yields
dB
x
dt
=


r
0
r
p
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 y
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r
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
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"tokamak_wd.f" 4.5.1 
real function dbx by dt f (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real r;
real df by dz by r , j by r , f ;
real big omega , r 0 , gamma , r bar ;
parameter (big omega  OMEGA; r 0  R 0 ; gamma  GAMMA;
r bar  R BAR);
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
dbx by dt f  big omega=(r 0 r)sqrt (gammar barf (c; x; y;
z))( ydf by dz by r (c; x; y; z)  xj by r (c; x; y; z));
return;
g
4.5.2 Function dby by dt f
Comparing with equation (77) yields
dB
y
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"tokamak_wd.f" 4.5.2 
real function dby by dt f (c, x, y, z)
f
real c, x, y, z;
real r;
real df by dz by r , j by r , f ;
real big omega , r 0 , gamma , r bar ;
parameter (big omega  OMEGA; r 0  R 0 ; gamma  GAMMA;
r bar  R BAR);
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r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
dby by dt f  big omega=(r 0 r)sqrt (gammar barf (c; x; y;
z))(xdf by dz by r (c; x; y; z)  yj by r (c; x; y; z));
return;
g
4.6 Static test, the results
The fragments of the output le produced by function test are shown below:
...
particle 119683 r = [ 0.309999 0.490000 -0.010000]
density: is 0.364269 should be 0.364946
pressure: is 0.254149 should be 0.254622
temperature: is 0.697696 should be 0.697697
du/dt: is 0.000058 should be 0.000000
velocity: is [ -0.176129 0.111429 0.000000]
should be: [ -0.176129 0.111429 0.000000]
centrifugal: [ 0.040053 0.063309 0.000000]
should be: [ 0.040053 0.063309 0.000000]
b-field: is [ -1.455792 0.924717 -0.163637]
should be: [ -1.455792 0.924717 -0.163637]
p-force: is [ -0.829474 -1.293806 -0.028456]
should be: [ -0.814561 -1.287534 -0.027725]
curl-b: is [ 2.777500 -1.757313 0.013217]
should be: [ 2.730284 -1.727319 0.000000]
b-force: is [ 0.755871 1.194892 0.027776]
should be: [ 0.774509 1.224225 0.027725]
db_by_dt: is [ -0.339118 -0.533952 -0.000014]
should be: [ -0.332388 -0.523282 0.000000]
...
particle 70960 r = [ -0.630000 -0.210000 -0.230000]
density: is 0.332210 should be 0.333051
pressure: is 0.230229 should be 0.230812
temperature: is 0.693023 should be 0.693024
du/dt: is 0.000046 should be 0.000000
velocity: is [ 0.075231 -0.225693 0.000000]
should be: [ 0.075231 -0.225693 0.000000]
centrifugal: [ -0.080853 -0.026951 0.000000]
should be: [ -0.080853 -0.026951 0.000000]
b-field: is [ 0.397927 -1.454659 0.129976]
should be: [ 0.397927 -1.454659 0.129976]
p-force: is [ -1.338667 -0.457705 -0.941624]
should be: [ -1.302457 -0.434152 -0.925496]
curl-b: is [ -1.198230 3.588086 0.018349]
should be: [ -1.181533 3.544599 0.000000]
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b-force: is [ 1.484175 0.490783 0.948863]
should be: [ 1.383310 0.461104 0.925496]
db_by_dt: is [ 0.531959 0.145606 0.000009]
should be: [ 0.521120 0.142554 0.000000]
...
particle 157288 r = [ -0.690000 0.130000 0.170000]
density: is 0.318757 should be 0.320107
pressure: is 0.220303 should be 0.221236
temperature: is 0.691132 should be 0.691133
du/dt: is 0.000002 should be 0.000000
velocity: is [ -0.046508 -0.246850 0.000000]
should be: [ -0.046508 -0.246850 0.000000]
centrifugal: [ -0.088311 0.016638 0.000000]
should be: [ -0.088311 0.016638 0.000000]
b-field: is [ -0.200335 -1.411530 0.249613]
should be: [ -0.200335 -1.411530 0.249613]
p-force: is [ -2.974442 0.565483 0.812235]
should be: [ -2.953549 0.556465 0.799486]
curl-b: is [ 0.742204 3.938235 0.018511]
should be: [ 0.734955 3.900916 0.000000]
b-force: is [ 3.165935 -0.592841 -0.811517]
should be: [ 3.041861 -0.573104 -0.799486]
db_by_dt: is [ 0.514871 -0.073335 0.000001]
should be: [ 0.504980 -0.071670 0.000000]
The three nodes selected above are fairly representative. The rst node, number 119683,
is located in the equatorial plane. The second node, number 70960, is located 0.23 below the
equatorial plane, and the third node, number 157288, is located 0.17 above the equatorial
plane. Gradients of function F and other related functions are steeper high above and low
below the equatorial plane, and that results in larger inaccuracies for the second and third
node.
The density is calculated with the error of about 0.2% for the rst node, 0.25% for the
second node and 0.4% for the third node.
The weighted dierences evaluation of du=dt is zero down to 5 signicant digits for the
rst and the second node and down to 6 signicant digits for the third node.
The acceleration due to the pressure gradient is less accurately evaluated. The errors for
the rst node are [1.8%, 0.5%, 2.6%], the errors for the second node are [2.8%, 5.4%, 1.7%], and
the errors for the third node are [0.7%, 1.6%, 1.6%].
rB has the following errors. The rst node: [1.7%, 1.7%] for x and y components and
the z component, which should be zero, is zero only down to the rst two signicant digits.
The z component is equally inaccurate for the second and the third node. The x and y
components for the second and the third node have the errors of [1.4%, 1.2%] and [1.0%, 1.0%]
respectively.
The errors for r  B are thus similar to the errors observed for  (1=)rp. The non-
vanishing z component of r  B when combined with large values of y component of the
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magnetic eld both for the second and the third nodes adds signicantly to the error in the
x component of the Lorentz acceleration. The errors for the Lorentz acceleration are [2.4%,
2.4%, 0.2%] for the rst node, [7.3%, 6.4%, and 2.5%] for the second node, and [4.1%, 3.4%, 1.5%]
for the third node. These inaccuracies are somewhat larger than the errors for the pressure
acceleration, but they are roughly of the same order of magnitude. The large inaccuracy
in the x component of the Lorentz acceleration for nodes high above and low below the
equatorial plane suggests that we should expect possible numerical instabilities to develop
in those regions rst of all.
Looking at the exact values of the Lorentz acceleration, pressure acceleration and centrifu-
gal acceleration we see that the three always add exactly to zero. This provides us with a
good check that our analytical formulas for Lorentz and pressure accelerations are correct.
Unlike the Lorentz accelerations, dB=dt is evaluated quite accurately. The errors in this
case are [2.0%, 2.0%], [2.1%, 2.1%], and [1.9%, 2.3%] for the x and y components for nodes one,
two and three. The third component is zero down to 5 signicant digits for the rst node
and down to 6 signicant digits for the second and third nodes.
5 Time stepping
The length of the time step is determined by the maximum of speed of sound, Alfven speed,
and plasma speed. The following three speed functions nd the corresponding maxima.
Observe that the determination of the time step is based on inspecting only the nodes which
are going to be advanced dynamically, i.e., the marked nodes.
5.1 Function speed of sound
v
s
=
p
(   1)u (80)
"tokamak_wd.f" 5.1 
real function speed of sound (np , u, marker )
f
integer np ;
real u(np), marker (np);
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real gamma ;
parameter (gamma  GAMMA);
integer i;
real c;
c 0:0;
do i 1; np
f
if (marker (i) > 0:0)
c max (c; sqrt (gamma(gamma   1:0)u(i)));
g
speed of sound  c;
return;
g
5.2 Function alfven speed
v
A
=
s
B B

0

(81)
"tokamak_wd.f" 5.2 
real function alfven speed (np , bx , by , bz , rho , marker )
f
integer np ;
real bx (np), by (np), bz (np), rho(np), marker (np);
real mu 0 ;
parameter (mu 0  MU 0 );
integer i;
real c;
c 0:0;
do i 1; np
f
if (marker (i) > 0:0)
c max (c; sqrt ((bx (i)
2
+ by (i)
2
+ bz (i)
2
)=(mu 0 rho(i))));
g
alfven speed  c;
return;
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g
5.3 Function normal speed
"tokamak_wd.f" 5.3 
real function normal speed (np , vx , vy , vz , marker )
f
integer np ;
real vx (np), vy (np), vz (np), marker (np);
real c;
integer i;
c 0:0;
do i 1; np
f
if (marker (i) > 0:0)
c max (c; sqrt (vx (i)
2
+ vy (i)
2
+ vz (i)
2
));
g
normal speed  c;
return;
g
5.4 Function step length
The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy criterion says that we ought to be able to resolve the fastest
motion in the system. Because the space resolution is determined by h
s
, the smoothing
length, the length of the time step is given by
t =
1
4
h
s
max(v
s
; v
A
; v)
(82)
We have chosen the coecient to be 1=4 in anticipation of possible changes in t through-
out the computation. By going to 1=4 of the number originally returned by the criterion, we
are
 suciently far from the borderline case;
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 prepared for dynamic variations in t up to, say, twice the originally found value with-
out having to change the length of the time step and restart the leap-frog procedure.
Apart from returning t this function also prints important diagnostics on standard
output, namely the maximum values of v
s
, v
A
, and v found in the dynamic sub-system.
This, in turn, gives us some idea how the computation develops. For this reason we shall
call this function every time step, and dispose of the returned result. Only the rst call to
function step length is used to determine t.
"tokamak_wd.f" 5.4 
real function step length (np , vx , vy , vz , bx , by , bz , rho , u, marker )
f
integer np ;
real vx (np), vy (np), vz (np), bx (np), by (np), bz (np), rho(np), u(np), marker (np);
h common blocks #5 i
real v s , v a , v, dt ;
real speed of sound , alfven speed , normal speed ;
logical rst ;
data rst =T =;
if (rst )
f
if (chat )
write (STDOUT ;
"(1x, a)") "@(#)tokamak_wd.web 1.72 19 Sep 1995: step_length";
rst  F ;
g
v s  speed of sound (np ; u; marker );
v a  alfven speed (np ; bx ; by ; bz ; rho ; marker );
v  normal speed (np ; vx ; vy ; vz ; marker );
dt  0:25hs=max (v; v s ; v a );
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, 4(a, f10.6, 2x))") "-> v_s = "; v s , "v_a = "; v a ,
"v   = "; v, "dt  = "; dt ;
step length  dt ;
return;
g
5.5 Time step sequence
The time step sequence begins with the call to function small sort , which returns the
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new ordering of the nodes in a globally dened linked list. That linked list is then used by
functions reshue and then reshue old to reorder the memory lay-out of the nodes
themselves (inluding the old values, which will be needed for the leap-frog time step). In
principle this is not necessary. Our \small and simple" C code discussed in section 4.1 in
the rst volume of our dissertation, page 78, does not do that. But on a vector processor
this step is essential. Even on a sequential machine it is benecial to reorder the memory
lay-out of the nodes according to the linked list. On a Sun SPARCcenter 2000 the resulting
speed up is of the order of 40%. Functions density , forces , and image eld assume that
the nodes have been ordered.
After reordering the nodes we calculate density and accelerations. If making of images
was requested, by the means of the MAKE IMAGES macro, appropriate sequence of calls to
function image eld is inserted at this stage.
Then we make the time step in three stages (index n refers to the time step, not to the
node number):
 jump over current to new
r
n+1
 r
n 1
+ v
n
dt
v
n+1
 v
n 1
+ a
n
dt
B
n+1
 B
n 1
+

dB
dt

n
dt
u
n+1
 u
n 1
+

du
dt

n
dt
 copy current to old
r
n 1
 r
n
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n 1
 v
n
B
n 1
 B
n
u
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 u
n
 copy new to current
r
n
 r
n+1
v
n
 v
n+1
B
n
 B
n+1
u
n
 u
n+1
The function time step is then called in order to print diagnostics about the new state,
but t returned by this call is disposed of. On the Fujitsu vp2200 supercomputer we time
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both the whole leap-frog step and the time it takes to evaluate density and accelerations.
Before nishing with the time step, we print the diagnostics on standard output.
The results of the time stepping procedure will be discussed in section 5.7, page 67.
h time step 5.5 i 
@#ifdef VP
call clock (before );
@#endif
if (:small sort (np ; x; y; z))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> small_sort problem, exiting...";
EXIT (1);
g
if (:reshue (np ; mass ; u; x; y; z; vx ; vy ; vz ; bx ; by ; bz ; marker ))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> reshuffle problem, exiting...";
EXIT (1);
g
if (:reshue old (np ; x old ; y old ; z old ; vx old ; vy old ; vz old ; bx old ; by old ;
bz old ; u old ))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> reshuffle_old problem, exiting...";
EXIT (1);
g
@#ifdef VP
call clock (before forces );
@#endif
if (:density (np ; x; y; z; mass ; rho))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> density problem, exiting...";
EXIT (1);
g
if (:forces (np ; x; y; z; vx ; vy ; vz ; bx ; by ; bz ; mass ; u; rho ; ax ; ay ; az ;
dbx by dt ; dby by dt ; dbz by dt ; du by dt ))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> forces problem, exiting...";
EXIT (1);
g
@#ifdef VP
call clock (after forces );
@#endif
@#ifdef MAKE IMAGES
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if (mod (step ; IMAGE STRIDE )  0)
f
image number  image number + 1;
h image elds 5.5.4 i
g
@#endif
h jump over current to new 5.5.1 i
h copy current to old 5.5.2 i
h copy new to current 5.5.3 i
trash  step length (np ; vx ; vy ; vz ; bx ; by ; bz ; rho ; u; marker );
@#ifdef VP
call clock (after );
write (STDOUT ; "(3x, a, 1f16.6, a, i7, a, i7, a)") "t = "; t,
": this step number "; step , " took "; after   before ; " seconds";
write (STDOUT ; "(5x, a, i7, a)") "evaluation of forces took";
after forces   before forces ; " seconds";
@#endif
This code is used in section 2.
5.5.1 Jump over current to new
Here we implement the rst stage of the leap-frog procedure:
r
n+1
 r
n 1
+ v
n
dt
v
n+1
 v
n 1
+ a
n
dt
B
n+1
 B
n 1
+

dB
dt

n
dt
u
n+1
 u
n 1
+

du
dt

n
dt
Observe that only marked nodes are pushed that way. The unmarked nodes constitute the
boundary. We have two ways of dealing with them. The default way is to do nothing. In
other words, unmarked nodes are not advanced. Since the Maschke{Perrin solution is static,
in principle, that should be just ne. As we shall see in section 5.7, page 67, in practice
the disorder that develops on the boundary between moving and static nodes, results, as
has been pointed out in chapter 3 in the rst volume of our dissertation, page 35, in large
inaccuracies, and these, in turn, quickly destabilise the solution. The onset of that disorder
can be delayed, although never completely avoided, because the rotation is dierential, by
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rotating the boundary nodes in accordance with Maschke{Perrin solution. That rotation
is activated by the ROTATE BOUNDARY macro during the generation of the fortran-77
code.
We begin the rotation of the unmarked nodes by nding the current angle 
i
for every
unmarked node. Then we nd the new angle by

i
(t+ dt) = 
i
(t) + !
i
(t)  dt
Given the new angle  we can evaluate the new Cartesian coordinates for that node and
nd the corresponding values of all elds. Remember that although the elds are static
and do not vary with , their x and y components change as the node moves around the z
axis. The way we nd the new elds for unmarked nodes is very inecient (many function
calls, which, quite unnecessarily, perform repetitive computations), but it is easy to read,
and understand, which is more important than eciency at the prototype stage. In a real
production code this part would have to be rewritten.
h jump over current to new 5.5.1 i 
do i 1; np
f
if (marker (i) > 0:0)
f
x new (i) x old (i) + vx (i)dt ;
y new (i) y old (i) + vy (i)dt ;
z new (i) z old (i) + vz (i)dt ;
vx new (i) vx old (i) + ax (i)dt ;
vy new (i) vy old (i) + ay (i)dt ;
vz new (i) vz old (i) + az (i)dt ;
bx new (i) bx old (i) + dbx by dt (i)dt ;
by new (i) by old (i) + dby by dt (i)dt ;
bz new (i) bz old (i) + dbz by dt (i)dt ;
u new (i) u old (i) + du by dt (i)dt ;
g
else
f
@#ifdef ROTATE BOUNDARY
phase old  phase angle (x old (i); y old (i));
r  sqrt (x old (i)
2
+ y old (i)
2
);
phase new  phase old + omega f (c; x old (i); y old (i); z old (i))dt ;
x new (i) rcos (phase new );
y new (i) rsin (phase new );
z new (i) z old (i);
vx new (i) vx f (c; x new (i); y new (i); z new (i));
vy new (i) vy f (c; x new (i); y new (i); z new (i));
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vz new (i) vz f (c; x new (i); y new (i); z new (i));
bx new (i) bx f (c; x new (i); y new (i); z new (i));
by new (i) by f (c; x new (i); y new (i); z new (i));
bz new (i) bz f (c; x new (i); y new (i); z new (i));
u new (i) R BAR=(GAMMA   1:0)temperature (c; x new (i); y new (i);
z new (i));
@#else
x new (i) x old (i);
y new (i) y old (i);
z new (i) z old (i);
vx new (i) vx old (i);
vy new (i) vy old (i);
vz new (i) vz old (i);
bx new (i) bx old (i);
by new (i) by old (i);
bz new (i) bz old (i);
u new (i) u old (i);
@#endif
g
g
This code is used in sections 2 and 5.5.
5.5.2 Copy current to old
Here we implement the second stage of the leap-frog time step:
r
n 1
 r
n
v
n 1
 v
n
B
n 1
 B
n
u
n 1
 u
n
h copy current to old 5.5.2 i 
do i 1; np
f
x old (i) x(i);
y old (i) y(i);
z old (i) z(i);
vx old (i) vx (i);
vy old (i) vy (i);
vz old (i) vz (i);
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bx old (i) bx (i);
by old (i) by (i);
bz old (i) bz (i);
u old (i) u(i);
g
This code is used in sections 2 and 5.5.
5.5.3 Copy new to current
And now the third stage of the leap-frog method:
r
n
 r
n+1
v
n
 v
n+1
B
n
 B
n+1
u
n
 u
n+1
h copy new to current 5.5.3 i 
do i 1; np
f
x(i) x new (i);
y(i) y new (i);
z(i) z new (i);
vx (i) vx new (i);
vy (i) vy new (i);
vz (i) vz new (i);
bx (i) bx new (i);
by (i) by new (i);
bz (i) bz new (i);
u(i) u new (i);
g
This code is used in sections 2 and 5.5.
5.5.4 Imaging the elds
This section dumps images of , u, v
x
, v
y
, v
z
, b
x
, b
y
, and b
z
. The data is rst interpolated
from weighted dierences nodes onto a regular rectangular grid. If the program runs on the
Fujitsu vp2200, the data is additionally converted to the IEEE format by default, although
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that feature can be deactivated. Next the interpolated and converted data is written onto
separate les, each of which comprises two headers and a data stream. The rst header
consists of BUFSIZ (dened in common.web) integers and the second header consists of
BUFSIZ oats. The data stream is simply an array of oats corresponding to a given eld.
Both the headers and the data are written in ANSI format. A simple dedicated application
was developed, which converts the data les to the AVS eld format. Multiple elds can be
combined on one display using AVS. Vector elds can be represented either by arrows or by
stream lines. Stream lines representation appears more readable in context of 3D data.
If B DIFF ONLY is dened on the ftangle command line, the program will produce
images of jB
i
(t) B(c; r
i
(t))j. The auxiliary array hold is also used by functions reshue
and reshue old and is dened in le common.web.
h image elds 5.5.4 i 
@#ifdef B DIFF ONLY
do i 1; np
f
hold (i) sqrt ((bx (i)  bx f (c; x(i); y(i); z(i)))
2
+ (by (i)  by f (c; x(i); y(i);
z(i)))
2
+ (bz (i)  bz f (c; x(i); y(i); z(i)))
2
);
g
if (:image eld (t; np ; x; y; z; mass ; rho ; hold ; "db"; image number ; 3))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> image_field problem, exiting...";
EXIT (1);
g
@#else
if (:image eld (t; np ; x; y; z; mass ; rho ; rho ; "rho"; image number ; 3))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> image_field problem when dumping rho,\
 exiting ...";
EXIT (1);
g
if (:image eld (t; np ; x; y; z; mass ; rho ; u; "u"; image number ; 3))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> image_field problem when dumping u,\
 exiting ...";
EXIT (1);
g
if (:image eld (t; np ; x; y; z; mass ; rho ; vx ; "vx"; image number ; 3))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> image_field problem when dumping vx,\
 exiting ...";
EXIT (1);
g
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if (:image eld (t; np ; x; y; z; mass ; rho ; vy ; "vy"; image number ; 3))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> image_field problem when dumping vy,\
 exiting ...";
EXIT (1);
g
if (:image eld (t; np ; x; y; z; mass ; rho ; vz ; "vz"; image number ; 3))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> image_field problem when dumping vz,\
 exiting ...";
EXIT (1);
g
if (:image eld (t; np ; x; y; z; mass ; rho ; bx ; "bx"; image number ; 3))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> image_field problem when dumping bx,\
 exiting ...";
EXIT (1);
g
if (:image eld (t; np ; x; y; z; mass ; rho ; by ; "by"; image number ; 3))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> image_field problem when dumping by,\
 exiting ...";
EXIT (1);
g
if (:image eld (t; np ; x; y; z; mass ; rho ; bz ; "bz"; image number ; 3))
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "-> image_field problem when dumping bz,\
 exiting ...";
EXIT (1);
g
@#endif
This code is used in section 5.5.
5.6 Function phase angle
Here we implement the real function phase angle used in section 5.5.1, page 60.
Function phase angle takes x and y coordinates of a node as arguments, and returns
the corresponding angle . Because acos and asin are inaccurate near the edges of their
domain, we use either acos or asin depending on which is closer to zero, where both
functions are most accurate. Then we have to go through the usual procedure, which nds
the appropriate quadrant for the angle.
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"tokamak_wd.f" 5.6 
real function phase angle (x, y)
f
real x, y;
real r, pi , alpha ;
pi  2:0acos (0:0);
r  sqrt (x
2
+ y
2
);
if (abs (x) < abs (y))
f
alpha  acos (x=r);
if (alpha > 0:0)
f
if (y < 0:0)
f
alpha  2:0pi   alpha ;
g
g
else
f
if (y < 0:0)
f
alpha  pi   alpha ;
g
else
f
alpha  pi + alpha ;
g
g
g
else
f
alpha  asin (y=r);
if (alpha > 0:0)
f
if (x < 0:0)
f
alpha  pi   alpha ;
g
g
else
f
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if (x < 0:0)
f
alpha  pi   alpha ;
g
else
f
alpha  2pi + alpha ;
g
g
g
phase angle  alpha ;
return;
g
5.7 Time stepping, the results
It is very dicult to reproduce the evolution of a three dimensional system in a paper,
but simple insights can be gained by looking at the evolution of scalars characterising the
system. In the case of this program such scalars are produced by function step length ,
which prints the maximum values of Alfven speed, speed of sound and speed of plasma in
the system for a given time.
Figure 5 shows the evolution of maximum speeds over a 300 time steps run with static, non-
rotating boundaries (i.e., the ROTATE BOUNDARY macro is undened). The top continuous
line corresponds to the maximum Alfven speed. The middle dotted line corresponds to the
maximum speed of sound, and the bottom dashed line corresponds to the maximum speed
associated with weighted dierences nodes. We can observe a steady slow drift in all three
curves, which results in a more rapidly growing instability around the 170th time step.
Figure 6 shows the jB  B
exact
j = 0:01 isosurface taken at 100th, 200th, and 300th time
step, and viewed from the [0; 0; large] direction. Here we can see that the instability originates
on the boundary between the moving and static nodes.
This behaviour should not be unexpected. Although the Maschke{Perrin solution is static,
distorting the arrangement of nodes at the boundary between the dynamically pushed and
static regions must result in large inaccuracies in that region, as has been demonstrated in
chapter 3 of the rst volume of our dissertation, page 35. That is also the region where
the Maschke{Perrin solution is characterised by the steepest gradients. Thus the large error
caused by the Lagrangian grid distortion triggers the instability, which grows rapidly.
If we are right about the numerical cause of that instability, then rotating the boundary
together with plasma in the dynamic region should greatly stabilise the system. This is
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Figure 5: Evolution of maximum speeds in the system. The bottom line shows the maximum
kinetic speed of plasma. The middle line corresponds to the maximum speed of sound, and
the top line corresponds to the maximum Alfven speed. The development of an instability
is clearly seen around the time step number 170.
Figure 6: Evolution of instability. The isosurfaces corresponds to jB B
exact
j = 0:01 taken
at time steps 100, 200, and 300
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Figure 7: Evolution of maximum speeds in the system with rotating boundaries. As in
gure 5 the bottom line shows the maximum kinetic speed of weighted dierences nodes.
The middle line corresponds to the maximum speed of sound, and the top line corresponds
to the maximum Alfven speed. This time the system remains stable until step 550. A slight
drift can be observed by looking at the actual numbers, but it is quite invisible within the
resolution of the graph.
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Figure 8: The isosurface of jB   B
exact
j = 0:01 taken at 500th time step (top row) and at
600th time step (bottom row) for the system with rotating boundaries. The views (from
left to right) are from the [0; 0; large] direction, [0; large; large] direction, and [0; large; 0]
direction.
indeed the case. Figure 7 shows the plot of the maximum speeds for the system with the
macro ROTATE BOUNDARY turned on. The system appears stable until step number 550.
Although a very slow drift can be seen by looking at the actual numbers, it is indiscernible
within the resolution of the graph.
Figure 8 shows the state of the system with rotating boundaries at 500th (top row) and
600th (bottom row) time steps from three dierent directions, so that the reader can have
a better spatial understanding of the conguration. The system is still stable for the 500th
time step. We can see that there are only very few places where jB B
exact
j  0:01. However,
at the 600th time step the instability is already in a full swing and the maximum value of
jB B
exact
j is around 0.2, whereas jB B
exact
j  0:01 seems to permeate nearly the whole
dynamic part of the system.
The length of the time step for this model is dt = 0:001318 and the maximum speed in the
stable state is v
max
= 0:263505. Step 500 corresponds to t = 0:329529 (remember that one
leap-frog step moves us forward only by dt=2), and the dt returned by function step length
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for that step is 0:001314, which shows that we are still well within the Courant-Friedrichs-
Lewy criterion with our xed step of 0:001318. In that time the fastest node in the system
should have moved by 0.0868 which is 4:34 h
s
. This slight rotation of the system can be
seen in gure 8. But the maximum Alfven speed for the plasma is v
A
= 3:793088, so Alfven
waves would have travelled the distance of 1:25, which is 62:5 h
s
, in the same time. The
maximum speed of sound is v
s
= 1:080467 and the largest distance travelled by sound waves
in 500 times steps is 0:356 = 17 h
s
.
The pattern seen on the isosurface that corresponds to the 600th time step is related
to the rectangular gridding of the original distribution of weighted dierences nodes. The
instabilities that are seen in gure 8 for both the top and the bottom row are also visibly
related to the rectangular gridding. Thus the cylindrical symmetry of the Maschke{Perrin
solution is lost at the very beginning because the initial gridding of the nodes does not
reect that symmetry. Although the instability is numerically triggered, it may have a
physical component. Further study would be required in order to extract that component
from our numerical model.
6 Numerical evaluation of time derivatives
We begin this section by including le scans.web, which contains the logic skeleton for
function forces . That skeleton is discussed in some detail in section 4.2, \Vectorisation", in
the rst volume of our dissertation. For this reason, although the le scans.web is included,
it is not printed here
2
.
x. @I "copyright.web" Section(s) skipped : : :
This code is used in section #77.
6.1 The weighted dierences equations
[forces.web]
The equations of motion implemented by function forces are as follows
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(83)
2
Due to a bug in fweb-1.52, the woven output claims the inclusion of copyright.web here instead of
scans.web.
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i
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   1)
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u
i
: (87)
Within this function we assume that 
k
would have been precomputed earlier.  and 
0
are passed through the common block.
6.2 Function Interface
[forces.web]
The function takes positions, velocities, masses, density, temperature and magnetic eld
residing on weighted dierences nodes, and returns accelerations, dB=dt, and du=dt for ev-
ery node. As a side eect we leave separately computed  rp= and (r B)B=
0
 on
pressure force and lorentz force arrays, which are accessible through the particle oat workspace
common block.
h function interface 6.2 i 
= Function forces; le: "@(#)forces.web 1.9 24 Aug 1995" =
function forces (np , x, y, z, vx , vy , vz , bx , by , bz , mass , u, rho , ax , ay , az ,
dbx by dt , dby by dt , dbz by dt , du by dt )
This code is used in section #74.
6.3 Function interface variables
[forces.web]
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h interface variables 6.3 i 
= function type =
logical forces ;
= data in =
integer np ;
real x(np), y(np), z(np), vx (np), vy (np), vz (np), bx (np), by (np), bz (np), mass (np),
u(np), rho(np);
= data out =
real ax (np), ay (np), az (np), dbx by dt (np), dby by dt (np), dbz by dt (np),
du by dt (np);
This code is used in section #74.
6.4 Local variables
[forces.web]
We use the following local auxiliary variables. pair numbers the ij pairs of nodes, once
they have been organised into a ladder . table entry is an integer variable which refers to the
entry corresponding to a given pair in the kernel table. Then x ji , y ji , and z ji are used to
store r
j
  r
i
for pairs of nodes. dw by r is (1=r)dW=dr for a given pair, whereas mi , and
mj store masses of nodes i and j for a given pair. Variables vx ji , vy ji , and vz ji will be
used to store v
j
  v
i
and v dot r will store (v
j
  v
i
)  (r
j
  r
i
). Similarly bi dot r stands for
B
i
 (r
j
  r
i
) and bj dot r stands for B
j
 (r
j
  r
i
). one by rho and one by rho 2 store 1=
and 1=
2
respectively. Variables bx ji , by ji and bz ji will store B
j
  B
i
, and cx ji , cy ji ,
and cz ji will store (B
j
 B
i
) (r
j
  r
i
)(1=r)(dW=dr). Finally p ji stands for p
j
  p
i
, and
xp , yp , and zp stand for (p
j
  p
i
)(r
j
  r
i
).
h local variables #75 i +
= local variables =
= loop temporaries =
integer pair , table entry ;
real x ji , y ji , z ji , r2 , dw by r , m i , m j , vx ji , vy ji , vz ji , v dot r , bi dot r , bj dot r ,
one by rho , one by rho 2 ;
real bx ji , by ji , bz ji , cx ji , cy ji , cz ji ;
real p ji , xp , yp , zp ;
= rst entry marker =
logical rst ;
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save rst ;
data rst =T =;
6.5 Chat about yourself
[forces.web]
Every major function in this program declares its version and specic modes used in
current conguration on rst invocation.
h chat about yourself 6.5 i 
if (rst )
f
if (chat )
f
write (STDOUT ; "(1x, a)") "@(#)forces.web 1.9 24 Aug 1995";
write (STDOUT ; "(7x, a)") "MHD forces, weighted differences method";
write (STDOUT ;
"(7x, a)") "Calculating pressure and Lorentz forces separately";
g
rst  F ;
g
This code is used in section #74.
6.6 Zero summation and auxiliary arrays
[forces.web]
Here we clear all accumulation arrays and initiliase pressure array to
p
i
= (   1)
i
u
i
h initialise parameters and arrays 6.6 i 
= zero the accumulation arrays and initialise the pressure array =
do i 1; np
f
curl x (i) 0:0;
curl y (i) 0:0;
curl z (i) 0:0;
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curl x j (i) 0:0;
curl y j (i) 0:0;
curl z j (i) 0:0;
dbx by dt (i) 0:0;
dby by dt (i) 0:0;
dbz by dt (i) 0:0;
dbx by dt j (i) 0:0;
dby by dt j (i) 0:0;
dbz by dt j (i) 0:0;
pressure force x (i) 0:0;
pressure force y (i) 0:0;
pressure force z (i) 0:0;
pressure force x j (i) 0:0;
pressure force y j (i) 0:0;
pressure force z j (i) 0:0;
du by dt (i) 0:0;
du by dt j (i) 0:0;
p(i) (gamma   1:0)rho(i)u(i);
g
This code is used in section #74.
6.7 Evaluating interactions between pairs
[forces.web]
This section pre-calculates the following pair-based expressions, which are split between
j ! i and i! j forms.
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Thus, before leaving function forces we must
 merge j ! i contributions with i! j contributions;
  multiply (rB)
i
by B
i
, and divide by 
0

2
i
in order to produce Lorentz acceler-
ation;
 divide (rp)
i
by 
2
i
in order to produce acceleration due to thermal pressures;
 divide (dB=dt)
i
by 
i
;
 multiply (
2
=p)
i
(du=dt)
i
by p
i
=
2
i
;
 add the Lorentz and pressure accelerations in order to produce the total acceleration
a.
h evaluate the interactions 6.7 i 
@? *vocl loop,temp(i, j, x_ji, y_ji, z_ji, r2, table_entry, dw_by_r, w)
@? *vocl loop,temp(m_i, m_j)
@? *vocl loop,temp(p_ji, xp, yp, zp)
@? *vocl loop,temp(bx_ji, by_ji, bz_ji, cx_ji, cy_ji, cz_ji)
@? *vocl loop,temp(vx_ji, vy_ji, vz_ji, v_dot_r, bi_dot_r, bj_dot_r)
@? *vocl loop,novrec
do pair  1; last j box
f
i the i particle (pair );
j  j particle (pair );
=
r
ji
= r
j
  r
i
r
2
ji
= x
2
ji
+ y
2
ji
+ z
2
ji
=
x ji  x(j)  x(i);
y ji  y(j)  y(i);
z ji  z(j)  z(i);
r2  x ji
2
+ y ji
2
+ z ji
2
;
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if (r2 < cuto 2 )
f
= Here we nd the value of

1
r
dW (r)
dr

r
ji
which corresponds to r
2
ji
. =
table entry  int (r2 =dr 2 );
dw by r  dw by r table (table entry );
m i  mass (i);
m j  mass (j);
= Here we accumulate
  (rp)
i
 
X
j
m
j
(p
j
  p
i
)(r
j
  r
i
)

1
r
dW (r)
dr

r
ji
=
p ji  (p(j)  p(i))dw by r ;
xp  x jip ji ;
yp  y jip ji ;
zp  z jip ji ;
pressure force x (i) pressure force x (i) +m j xp ;
pressure force y (i) pressure force y (i) +m j yp ;
pressure force z (i) pressure force z (i) +m j zp ;
pressure force x j (j) pressure force x j (j) +m ixp ;
pressure force y j (j) pressure force y j (j) +m iyp ;
pressure force z j (j) pressure force z j (j) +m izp ;
= This part of code calculates
(B
j
 B
i
) (r
j
  r
i
)

1
r
dW (r)
dr

r
ji
;
=
bx ji  bx (j)  bx (i);
by ji  by (j)  by (i);
bz ji  bz (j)  bz (i);
cx ji  (by jiz ji   bz jiy ji )dw by r ;
cy ji  (bz jix ji   bx jiz ji )dw by r ;
cz ji  (bx jiy ji   by jix ji )dw by r ;
= and here we accumulate
(rB)
i
 
X
j
m
j
B
ji
 r
ji

1
r
dW (r)
dr

r
ji
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=
curl x (i) curl x (i) +m j cx ji ;
curl y (i) curl y (i) +m j cy ji ;
curl z (i) curl z (i) +m j cz ji ;
curl x j (j) curl x j (j) +m icx ji ;
curl y j (j) curl y j (j) +m icy ji ;
curl z j (j) curl z j (j) +m icz ji ;
= Here we compute
B
i
 (r
j
  r
i
)

1
r
dW (r)
dr

r
ji
for use with the Faraday law. =
bi dot r  (bx (i)x ji + by (i)y ji + bz (i)z ji )dw by r ;
bj dot r  (bx (j)x ji + by (j)y ji + bz (j)z ji )dw by r ;
= Now the same thing but with velocity dierences replacing the B eld:
v
ji
= v
j
  v
i
(v
j
  v
i
)  (r
j
  r
i
)

1
r
dW (r)
dr

r
ji
=
vx ji  vx (j)  vx (i);
vy ji  vy (j)  vy (i);
vz ji  vz (j)  vz (i);
v dot r  (vx jix ji + vy jiy ji + vz jiz ji )dw by r ;
= Finally we accumulate


dB
dt

i
  
X
j
m
j
(v
ji
B
i
 r
ji
 B
i
v
ji
 r
ji
)

1
r
dW (r)
dr

r
ji
:
Note that

1
r
dW (r)
dr

r
ji
has already been included earlier which is why it does
not appear in the formulas below explicitly. =
dbx by dt (i) dbx by dt (i) m j (vx jibi dot r   bx (i)v dot r );
dby by dt (i) dby by dt (i) m j (vy jibi dot r   by (i)v dot r );
dbz by dt (i) dbz by dt (i) m j (vz jibi dot r   bz (i)v dot r );
dbx by dt j (j) dbx by dt j (j) m i(vx jibj dot r   bx (j)v dot r );
dby by dt j (j) dby by dt j (j) m i(vy jibj dot r   by (j)v dot r );
dbz by dt j (j) dbz by dt j (j) m i(vz jibj dot r   bz (j)v dot r );
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= Because we have calculated v
ji
 r
ji
when working on the Faraday law, we
can now accumulate


2
p
du
dt

i
 
X
j
m
j
(v
j
  v
i
)  (r
j
  r
i
)

1
r
dW (r)
dr

r
ji
=
du by dt (i) du by dt (i) +m j v dot r ;
du by dt j (j) du by dt j (j) +m iv dot r ;
g
g
This code is used in section #77.
6.8 The nal accumulation loops for the forces
[forces.web]
In this section we begin by adding data accumulated on the auxiliary i! j arrays to the
primary arrays, which were used to accumulate j ! i contributions.
In the second loop we take the vector product between rB and B and divide by 
0
.
The last loop performs the required divisions by  or 
2
and multiplies r  v by pressure
in order to generate du=dt.
h accumulate the interactions on j-particles 6.8 i 
= Here we merge the j ! i contributions with the i! j contributions. =
do j  1; np
f
curl x (j) curl x (j) + curl x j (j);
curl y (j) curl y (j) + curl y j (j);
curl z (j) curl z (j) + curl z j (j);
dbx by dt (j) dbx by dt (j) + dbx by dt j (j);
dby by dt (j) dby by dt (j) + dby by dt j (j);
dbz by dt (j) dbz by dt (j) + dbz by dt j (j);
pressure force x (j) pressure force x (j) + pressure force x j (j);
pressure force y (j) pressure force y (j) + pressure force y j (j);
pressure force z (j) pressure force z (j) + pressure force z j (j);
du by dt (j) du by dt (j) + du by dt j (j);
g
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= In this loop we calculate
1

0
(rB)
i
B
i
=
do i 1; np
f
lorentz force x (i) (curl y (i)bz (i)  curl z (i)by (i))one by mu 0 ;
lorentz force y (i) (curl z (i)bx (i)  curl x (i)bz (i))one by mu 0 ;
lorentz force z (i) (curl x (i)by (i)  curl y (i)bx (i))one by mu 0 ;
g
= In this loop we peform the following divisions:
 
rp

  
1

2
rp
1

0

(rB)B 
1

2


0
(rB)B
dB
dt
 
1


dB
dt
du
dt
 
p

2

2
p
du
dt
and add
dv
dt
= a  
rp

+
1

0

(rB)B
=
@? *vocl loop,temp(one_by_rho, one_by_rho_2)
do i 1; np
f
one by rho  1:0=rho(i);
one by rho 2  one by rho=rho(i);
pressure force x (i) pressure force x (i)one by rho 2 ;
pressure force y (i) pressure force y (i)one by rho 2 ;
pressure force z (i) pressure force z (i)one by rho 2 ;
lorentz force x (i) lorentz force x (i)one by rho 2 ;
lorentz force y (i) lorentz force y (i)one by rho 2 ;
lorentz force z (i) lorentz force z (i)one by rho 2 ;
ax (i) pressure force x (i) + lorentz force x (i);
ay (i) pressure force y (i) + lorentz force y (i);
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az (i) pressure force z (i) + lorentz force z (i);
dbx by dt (i) dbx by dt (i)one by rho ;
dby by dt (i) dby by dt (i)one by rho ;
dbz by dt (i) dbz by dt (i)one by rho ;
du by dt (i) du by dt (i)p(i)one by rho 2 ;
g
This code is used in section #77.
6.9 Clean up and exit
[forces.web]
There isn't any elaborate clean up in this section: just state that all went well and return
to the caller.
h clean up and dene exit status 6.9 i 
forces  OK ;
return;
This code is used in section #74.
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8 INDEX
a: 2:1.
abs : 5.6.
acos : 5.6.
after : 2:1, 5.5.
after forces : 2:1, 5.5.
alfven speed : 1.1, 5:2, 5:4.
alpha : 2, 2:1, 5:6.
alpha 1 : 2, 2:1.
ar : 4:1.
ar f : 4:1.
asin : 5.6.
ax : 2, 2:1, 5.5, 5.5.1, 6.2, 6:3, 6.8.
ay : 2, 2:1, 5.5, 5.5.1, 6.2, 6:3, 6.8.
az : 2, 2:1, 5.5, 5.5.1, 6.2, 6:3, 6.8.
B DIFF ONLY : 2.1, 5.5.4.
b force x : 1.1, 4:1, 4:4:4.
b force y : 1.1, 4:1, 4:4:5.
b force z : 1.1, 4:1, 4:4:6.
before : 2:1, 5.5.
before forces : 2:1, 5.5.
bi dot r : 6:4, 6.7.
big omega : 2, 2:1, 3:7, 3:8, 3:12:2, 3:13:1,
3:13:2, 3:13:3, 4:2:1, 4:2:2, 4:4:1, 4:5:1,
4:5:2.
big p : 3:7, 3:8, 3:12:1, 3:12:2, 4:2:1, 4:2:2,
4:4:1.
bj dot r : 6:4, 6.7.
box : #75.
box volume : #7, 3.2, 3.5, 3.6.
box workspace : #11.
BUFSIZ : 5.5.4.
bx : 2, 2:1, 3, 3.5, 4:1, 5:2, 5:4, 5.5, 5.5.2,
5.5.3, 5.5.4, 6.2, 6:3, 6.7, 6.8.
bx f : 1.1, 2:1, 3:1, 3.5, 3:12:3, 4:1, 5.5.1,
5.5.4.
bx ji : 6:4, 6.7.
bx new : 2:1, 5.5.1, 5.5.3.
bx old : 2:1, 5.5, 5.5.1, 5.5.2.
by : 2, 2:1, 3, 3.5, 4:1, 5:2, 5:4, 5.5, 5.5.2,
5.5.3, 5.5.4, 6.2, 6:3, 6.7, 6.8.
by f : 1.1, 2:1, 3:1, 3.5, 3:12:4, 4:1, 5.5.1,
5.5.4.
by ji : 6:4, 6.7.
by new : 2:1, 5.5.1, 5.5.3.
by old : 2:1, 5.5, 5.5.1, 5.5.2.
bz : 2, 2:1, 3, 3.5, 4:1, 5:2, 5:4, 5.5, 5.5.2,
5.5.3, 5.5.4, 6.2, 6:3, 6.7, 6.8.
bz f : 1.1, 2:1, 3:1, 3.5, 3:12:5, 4:1, 5.5.1,
5.5.4.
bz ji : 6:4, 6.7.
bz new : 2:1, 5.5.1, 5.5.3.
bz old : 2:1, 5.5, 5.5.1, 5.5.2.
c: 2:1, 3, 3:7, 3:8, 3:9, 3:10, 3:11, 3:12:1,
3:12:2, 3:12:3, 3:12:4, 3:12:5, 3:13:1,
3:13:2, 3:13:3, 3:13:4, 4:1, 4:2:1, 4:2:2,
4:2:3, 4:2:4, 4:2:5, 4:4:1, 4:4:2, 4:4:3,
4:4:4, 4:4:5, 4:4:6, 4:5:1, 4:5:2, 5:1, 5:2,
5:3.
c phi : 1.1, 4:4:1, 4:4:2, 4:4:3, 4:4:4, 4:4:5,
4:4:6.
chat : #12, 2, 5.4, 6.5.
clock : 5.5.
coecient : 3:1, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6.
column : #75.
cos : 5.5.1.
cos phi : 3:12:3, 3:12:4.
count : 3:1, 3.5, 4:1, #75.
curl b x : 1.1, 4:1, 4:4:2.
curl b y : 1.1, 4:1, 4:4:3.
curl x : #11, 4.1, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
curl x j : #11, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
curl y : #11, 4.1, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
curl y j : #11, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
curl z : #11, 4.1, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
curl z j : #11, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
cuto : #9.
cuto 2 : #9, 6.7.
cx ji : 6:4, 6.7.
cy ji : 6:4, 6.7.
cz ji : 6:4, 6.7.
dbx by dt : 2, 2:1, 4:1, 5.5, 5.5.1, 6.2, 6:3,
6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
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dbx by dt f : 1.1, 4:1, 4:5:1.
dbx by dt j : #11, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
dby by dt : 2, 2:1, 4:1, 5.5, 5.5.1, 6.2, 6:3,
6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
dby by dt f : 1.1, 4:1, 4:5:2.
dby by dt j : #11, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
dbz by dt : 2, 2:1, 4:1, 5.5, 5.5.1, 6.2, 6:3,
6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
dbz by dt j : #11, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
density : 1.1, 2, 2:1, 4, 5.5.
df by dr by r : 1.1, 3:12:2, 3:12:5, 4:2:1,
4:4:4, 4:4:5.
df by dr value : 4:2:1.
df by dz by r : 1.1, 3:12:1, 3:12:3, 3:12:4,
4:2:2, 4:4:6, 4:5:1, 4:5:2.
df by dz value : 4:2:2.
dp by dr : 1.1, 4:2:1, 4:2:3, 4:2:4.
dp by dz : 1.1, 4:2:2, 4:2:5.
dr : #9.
dr 2 : #9, 6.7.
dt : 2, 2:1, 5:4, 5.5.1.
du by dt : 2, 2:1, 4:1, 5.5, 5.5.1, 6.2, 6:3, 6.6,
6.7, 6.8.
du by dt j : #11, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
dw by r : 6:4, 6.7.
dw by r table : #9, 6.7.
dx : #7, 3.2, 3.6.
dy : #7, 3.2, 3.6.
dz : #7, 3.2, 3.6.
EPSILON A: 2.1, 3.6, 3.7, 3.12.1, 3.12.2.
epsilon a : 2, 2:1, 3:7, 3:12:1, 3:12:2.
etc logicals : #12.
EXIT : 2, 5.5, 5.5.4.
exp : 2, 3.7, 3.8, 3.12.2, 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.4.1.
f : 3:1, 3:7, 3:8, 3:9, 4:2:1, 4:5:1, 4:5:2, 1.1.
f value : 4:2:1.
F 0 : 3.6, 3.7.
f 0 : 3:7.
F 1 : 3.5, 3.6, 3.8, 4.2.1.
f 1 : 3:8, 4:2:1.
F 2 : 3.5, 3.6.
rst : 5:4, 6:4, 6.5.
rst in box : #7.
rst neighbour : #75.
oor : #75.
forces : 1.1, 2, 2:1, 4, 4.1, 5.5, 6, 6.1, 6:2,
6:3, 6.7, 6.9.
fp : 3:1, 3.5.
GAMMA: 2, 3.4, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.12.2, 3.13.1,
3.13.2, 3.13.3, 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.4.1, 4.5.1,
4.5.2, 5.1, 5.5.1.
gamma : #10, 2, 3.4, 3.6, 3:7, 3:8, 3:12:2,
3:13:1, 3:13:2, 3:13:3, 4.1, 4:2:1, 4:2:2,
4:4:1, 4:5:1, 4:5:2, 5:1, 6.6.
hold : #11, 5.5.4.
hs : #9, 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, 3.6, 5.4.
HS : 3.2.
i: 2:1, 3:1, 4:1, 5:1, 5:2, 5:3, #75.
i box : #11.
i last : #75.
i level : #75.
i particle : #11.
image block arrays : #8.
image eld : 1.1, 2:1, 5.5, 5.5.4.
image number : 2, 2:1, 5.5, 5.5.4.
IMAGE STRIDE : 5.5.
init kernel : 1.1, 2, 2:1.
initialise : 1.1, 2, 2:1, 3, 3.1, 3.5, 3.6.
int : 6.7.
j: 3:1, #75.
j box : #75.
j by r : 1.1, 3:11, 3:12:3, 3:12:4, 4:5:1,
4:5:2.
j level : #75.
j particle : #11, 6.7.
J 0 : 3.6, 3.11.
j 0 : 3:11.
k: 3:1.
kernel block arrays : #9.
kernel block oats : #9.
kernel neighbourhood : #9.
last i : #75.
last i box : #75.
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last i level : #75.
last i particle : #11.
last j : #75.
last j box : #75, 6.7.
last j level : #75.
last j particle : #11.
last neighbour : #75.
LAST STEP : 2.
linked list : #11.
list of particles : #7.
lorentz force : 6.2.
lorentz force x : #11, 4.1, 4.4, 6.8.
lorentz force y : #11, 4.1, 4.4, 6.8.
lorentz force z : #11, 4.1, 4.4, 6.8.
M : 1.3.
m i : 6:4, 6.7.
m j : 6:4, 6.7.
magnetic block oats : #10.
MAKE IMAGES : 2.1, 5.5.
marker : 2, 2:1, 3, 3.5, 4:1, 5:1, 5:2, 5:3, 5:4,
5.5, 5.5.1.
marker count : 3:1, 3.5, 3.6.
mass : 2, 2:1, 3, 3.5, 5.5, 5.5.4, 6.2, 6:3, 6.7.
max : 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4.
mi : 6.4.
mj : 6.4.
mod : 5.5.
mu 0 : #10, 3.4, 3.6, 4:4:4, 4:4:5, 4:4:6, 5:2.
MU 0 : 3.4, 4.4.4, 4.4.5, 4.4.6, 5.2.
n extent : #75.
N EXTENT : 3.2, 3.3.
nb : #7, 3.2, 3.3, 3.6.
nb max : #6.
neighbour : #75.
next box : #9.
no in j box : #75.
no of neighb max : #6.
normal speed : 1.1, 5:3, 5:4.
np : 2, 2:1, 3, 3.5, 3.6, 4:1, 5:1, 5:2, 5:3, 5:4,
5.5, 5.5.1, 5.5.2, 5.5.3, 5.5.4, 6.2, 6:3,
6.6, 6.8.
np init : 3, 3.5, 3.6.
np max : #6, 2, 2.1.
npx : 3:1, 3.5, 3.6.
npy : 3:1, 3.5, 3.6.
npz : 3:1, 3.5, 3.6.
number in box : #7.
nx : #7, 3.2, 3.3, 3.6.
NX : 3.2, 3.5.
nxy : #7, 3.2, 3.3, 3.6.
ny : #7, 3.2, 3.6.
NY : 3.2, 3.5.
nz : #7, 3.2, 3.6.
NZ : 3.2, 3.5.
OK : 3.6, 4.1, 6.9.
OMEGA: 2.1, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.12.2, 3.13.1,
3.13.2, 3.13.3, 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.4.1, 4.5.1,
4.5.2.
omega f : 1.1, 2:1, 3:13:1, 5.5.1.
one by mu 0 : #10, 3.4, 6.8.
one by rho : 6:4, 6.8.
one by rho 2 : 6:4, 6.8.
p: #11.
p f : 1.1, 3:8, 3:10, 4:1.
p force x : 1.1, 4:1, 4:2:3.
p force y : 1.1, 4:1, 4:2:4.
p force z : 1.1, 4:1, 4:2:5.
p ji : 6:4, 6.7.
pair : 6:4, 6.7.
particle oat workspace : #11, 6.2.
particle int workspace : #11.
particle spacing : 3:1, 3.5, 3.6.
PARTS PER BOX : 3.5, 3.6.
phase angle : 1.1, 2:1, 5.5.1, 5:6.
phase new : 2:1, 5.5.1.
phase old : 2:1, 5.5.1.
pi : 5:6.
pressure force : 6.2.
pressure force x : #11, 4.1, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
pressure force x j : #11, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
pressure force y : #11, 4.1, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
pressure force y j : #11, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
pressure force z : #11, 4.1, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
pressure force z j : #11, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.
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Y MIN : 3.2.
y min : #7, 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, 3.6.
y new : 2:1, 5.5.1, 5.5.3.
y number : 3:1, 3.3.
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yp min : 3:1, 3.5, 3.6.
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4:4:4, 4:4:5, 4:4:6, 4:5:1, 4:5:2, 6:3.
z ji : 6:4, 6.7.
Z MAX : 3.2.
z max : #7, 3.2, 3.6.
Z MIN : 3.2.
z min : #7, 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, 3.6.
z new : 2:1, 5.5.1, 5.5.3.
z number : 3:1, 3.3.
z old : 2:1, 5.5, 5.5.1, 5.5.2.
z r : #8, 3.3.
zp : 3:1, 3.5, 6:4, 6.7.
zp min : 3:1, 3.5, 3.6.
zr min : 3:1, 3.3, 3.6.
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h basic dimensions #6 i Used in section #5.
h chat about yourself 6.5 i Used in section #74.
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h clean up and exit 3.6 i Used in section 3.
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h construct the initial j-list for other boxes #81 i Used in section #79.
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h copy current to old 5.5.2 i Used in sections 2 and 5.5.
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h function interface 6.2 i Used in section #74.
h image block #8 i Used in section #5.
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elds 5.5.4 i Used in section 5.5.
h initialise MHD 3.4 i Used in section 3.
h initialise grid for rasters 3.3 i Used in section 3.
h initialise parameters and arrays 6.6 i Used in section #74.
h initialise particles 3.5 i Used in section 3.
h initialise region and boxes 3.2 i Used in section 3.
h initialise: local variables 3.1 i Used in section 3.
h interface variables 6.3 i Used in section #74.
h jump over current to new 5.5.1 i Used in sections 2 and 5.5.
h kernel block #9 i Used in section #5.
h local denitions 2.1 i Used in section 2.
h local variables #75, 6.4 i Used in section #74.
hmagnetic block #10 i Used in section #5.
h other common variables #12 i Used in section #5.
h region block #7 i Used in section #5.
h the main loop #77 i Used in section #74.
h time step 5.5 i Used in section 2.
hwork space #11 i Used in section #5.
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le 0 i Used in section #77.
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